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ABSTRACT. We study the data complexity of ontology-mediated queries in which selected predi-
cates can be closed (OMQCs), carrying out a non-uniform analysis of OMQCs in which the ontology
is formulated in one of the lightweight description logics DL-Lite and EL or in the expressive de-
scription logic ALCHI. We focus on separating tractable from non-tractable OMQCs. On the level
of ontologies, we prove a dichotomy between FO-rewritable and CONP-complete for DL-Lite and
between PTIME and CONP-complete for EL. We also show that in both cases, the meta problem to
decide tractability is in PTIME. On the level of OMQCs, we show that there is no dichotomy (unless
NP equals PTIME) if both concept and role names can be closed. For the case where only concept
names can be closed, we tightly link the complexity of OMQC evaluation to the complexity of gener-
alized surjective CSPs. We also identify a useful syntactic class of OMQCs based on DL-LiteR that
are guaranteed to be FO-rewritable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of ontology-mediated querying (OMQ) is to facilitate querying incomplete and heteroge-
neous data by adding an ontology that provides domain knowledge [53, 13, 58]. To account for the
incompleteness, OMQ typically adopts the open world assumption (OWA). In some applications,
though, there are parts of the data for which the closed world assumption (CWA) is more appropri-
ate. For example, in a data integration application some data may have been extracted from the web
and thus be significantly incomplete, suggesting the OWA, while other data may come from curated
relational database systems that are known to be complete, thus suggesting the CWA. As an extreme
case, one may even use an ontology on top of complete data and thus treat all predicates in the data
under the CWA whereas additional predicates that are provided by the ontology for more convenient
querying are treated under the OWA [36]. It is argued in [10] that a similar situation emerges when
only a subset of the predicates from a complete database is published for privacy reasons, with an
ontology linking the ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ predicates. When admitting both types of predicates in
queries (e.g. to analyze which parts of the private data can be recovered), the CWA is appropriate for
the visible predicates while OWA is required for the invisible ones. A concrete example of mixed
OWA and CWA is given in [45], namely querying geo-databases such as OpenStreetMap in which
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the geo data is complete, thus suggesting the CWA, while annotations are incomplete and suggest
the OWA.

In this article, we are interested in ontologies formulated in a description logic (DL). In the
area of DLs, quite a number of proposals have been brought forward on how to implement a partial
CWA, some of them fairly complex [22, 24, 31, 50, 56]. In OMQ, a particularly straightforward and
natural aproach is to simply distinguish between OWA predicates and CWA predicates, as suggested
also by the motivating examples given above. The interpretation of CWA predicates is then fixed
to what is explicitly stated in the data while OWA predicates can be interpreted as any extension
thereof [45].

Making the CWA for some predicates, from now on referred to as closing the predicates, has
a strong effect on the complexity of query evaluation. We generally concentrate on data complex-
ity where only the data is considered an input while the actual query and ontology are assumed
to be fixed; see [51] for an analysis of combined complexity in the presence of closed predi-
cates. The (data) complexity of evaluating (rather restricted forms of) conjunctive queries (CQs)
becomes CONP-hard already when ontologies are formulated in inexpressive DLs such as DL-
Litecore and EL [29] whereas CQ evaluation without closed predicates is FO-rewritable and thus
in AC0 for the former and in PTIME for the latter [20, 5, 34]. Here, FO-rewritability is meant in
the usual sense of ontology-mediated querying [20, 38, 12, 11], that is, we can find a first-order
(FO) query that is equivalent to the original OMQ evaluated w.r.t. the ontology. Since intractability
comes so quickly, it is not very informative to analyze complexity on the level of logics, as in the
complexity statements just made; instead, one would like to know whether closing a concrete set of
predicates results in intractability for the concrete ontology used in an application or for the con-
crete combination of ontology and query that is used. If it does not, then one should indeed close
the predicates since this may result in additional (that is, more complete) answers to queries and ad-
ditionally enables the use of more expressive query languages for the closed part of the vocabulary.
Otherwise, one can resort to full OWA as an approximation semantics for querying or live with the
fact that evaluating the concrete query at hand is costly.

Such a non-uniform analysis has been carried out in two different ways in [47, 33] and in [14]
for classical OMQ (that is, without closed predicates) and expressive DLs such as ALC which give
rise to CONP data complexity even when all predicates are open. The former references aim to clas-
sify the complexity of ontologies, quantifying over the actual query: evaluating queries formulated
in a query language Q is in PTIME for an ontology O if every query from Q can be evaluated in
PTIME w.r.t.O and it is CONP-hard if there is at least one Boolean query fromQ that is CONP-hard
to evaluate w.r.t. O. In the latter reference, an even more fine-grained approach is taken where the
query is not quantified away and thus the aim is to classify the complexity of ontology-mediated
queries (OMQs), that is, triples (O,ΣA, q) where O is an ontology, ΣA a data vocabulary (where ·A
stands for ‘ABox’), and q an actual query. In both cases, a close connection to the complexity of
constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) with fixed template is identified. Given a relational struc-
ture I, called a template, the problem to decide for another relational structure J whether there is
a homomorphism from J to I is called the constraint satisfaction problem defined by I, and de-
noted CSP(I). Investigating the computational complexity of CSP(I) is an active field of research
that brings together algebra, graph theory, and logic [26, 19, 40, 18, 59]. The connection between
the complexity of OMQs and CSPs has proved to be very fruitful as it enables the transfer of deep
results available for CSPs to OMQ. In fact, it has been used to obtain complexity dichotomies and
results on the rewritability of OMQs into more conventional database languages [14, 47, 33, 27].

The aim of this acticle is to carry out both types of analyses, the quantified query case and the
fixed query case, for OMQs with closed predicates and for DLs ranging from the simple Horn DLs
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DL-Lite and EL to the expressive DL ALCHI. As the actual queries, we use CQs, unions thereof
(UCQs), and several relevant restrictions of CQs and UCQs such as unary tree-shaped CQs, both in
the directed and in the undirected sense. Recall that DL-Lite and EL are underpinning the profiles
OWL 2 QL and OWL 2 EL of the prominent OWL 2 ontology language while ALCHI is related
to OWL 2 DL [20, 5, 7]. As a starting point and general backdrop of our investigations, we prove
that query evaluation is in CONP when the ontology is formulated in ALCHI, the actual query
is a UCQ, and predicates can be closed. Note that this bound is not a consequence of results on
ontology-mediated querying in description logics with nominals [52] because nominals are part of
the ontology and thus their number is bounded by a constant while closing a predicate corresponds
to considering a disjunction of nominals whose number is only bounded by the size of the data (that
is, the input size).

In the quantified query case, we aim to classify all TBoxes with closed predicates, that is, all
pairs (T ,ΣC) where T is a TBox formulated in the DL under consideration, representing the on-
tology, and ΣC is the set of predicates (concept and role names) that are closed; all other predicates
are interpreted under the OWA. For the DL-LiteR dialect of DL-Lite and for EL, we obtain char-
acterizations that separate the tractable cases from the intractable ones and map out the frontier
of tractability in a transparent way (and also cover the fragment DL-Litecore of DL-LiteR). They
essentially state that evaluating tree-shaped CQs is CONP-hard w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) if T entails certain
concept inclusions that mix open and closed predicates in a problematic way while otherwise UCQ
evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is tractable, that is, FO-rewritable and in PTIME, respectively. Notably,
this yields a dichotomy between AC0 and CONP for DL-LiteR TBoxes with closed predicates and
between PTIME and CONP for EL TBoxes with closed predicates. It is remarkable that such a
dichotomy can be obtained by a rather direct analysis, especially when contrasted with the case of
expressive DLs such asALC without closed predicates for which a dichotomy between PTIME and
CONP is equivalent to the dichotomy between PTIME and NP for CSPs, a long-standing open prob-
lem that was known as the Feder-Vardi conjecture and has been settled only very recently [18, 59].
The proofs are a bit simpler in the case of DL-LiteR while they involve the careful use of a certain
version of the Craig interpolation property in the EL case. The characterizations also allow us to
prove that it can be decided in PTIME whether a given TBox with closed predicates is tractable or
CONP-complete (assuming PTIME 6= NP), which we from now on call the meta problem. It turns
out that the tractable cases are precisely those in which closing the predicates in ΣC does not have
an effect on the answers to any query (unless the data is inconsistent with the TBox). This can be
interpreted as showing that, in the quantified query case, OMQ with closed predicates is inherently
intractable.1

Fortunately, this is not true in the fixed query case where we aim to classify all ontology-
mediated queries with closed predicates (OMQCs) which take the form (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) where T ,
ΣA, and q are as in classical OMQs and ΣC ⊆ ΣA is a set of closed predicates. Interestingly,
switching to fixed queries results in CSPs reentering the picture. While classifying the complexity
of classical OMQs based on expressive DLs corresponds to classifying standard CSPs, we show that
classifying OMQCs is tightly linked to the classification of generalized surjective CSPs. Surjective
CSPs are defined exactly like standard CSPs except that homomorphisms into the template are
required to be surjective. What might sound like a minor change actually makes complexity analyses
dramatically more difficult. In fact, there are concrete surjective CSPs defined by a template with
only six elements whose complexity is not understood [15] while there are no such open cases
for standard CSPs. The complexity of surjective CSPs is subject to significant research activities

1It is observed in [45] that this is not the case for the extension ELI of EL with inverse roles.
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[15, 23] and it appears to be a widely open question whether a dichotomy between PTIME and
NP holds for the complexity of surjective CSPs. A generalized surjective CSP is defined by a
finite set Γ of templates rather than by a single template and the problem is to decide whether
there is a surjective homomorphism from the input structure to some interpretation in Γ. In the
non-surjective case, every generalized CSP can be translated into an equivalent non-generalized
CSP [28]. In the surjective case, such a translation is not known. In this part, we consider OMQCs
where the ontology is formulated in any DL between DL-Litecore and ALCHI or between EL and
ALCHI, where only concept names (unary predicates) can be closed, and where the actual queries
are Boolean UCQs in which all CQs are tree-shaped (BtUCQs). Our result then is that there is a
dichotomy between PTIME and CONP for such OMQs if and only if there is a dichotomy between
PTIME and NP for generalized surjective CSPs, a question that is wide open. We find it remarkable
that, consequently, there is no difference between classifying OMQCs based on extremely simple
DLs such as DL-Litecore and rather expressive ones such as ALCHI. For the case where also role
names (binary predicates) can be closed, we show that for every NP Turing machine M , there is
an OMQC that is polynomially equivalent to the complement of M ’s word problem and where the
ontology can be formulated in DL-Lite or in EL (and queries are BtUCQs). By Ladner’s theorem,
this precludes the existence of a dichotomy between PTIME and CONP (unless PTIME = NP) and
a full complexity classification does thus not appear feasible with today’s knowledge in complexity
theory. We also show that the meta problem is undecidable.

Our results show that there are many natural tractable OMQs without closed predicates that
become intractable when predicates are closed. As a final contribution, we identify a family of
OMQC where tractability, and in fact FO-rewritability, is always guaranteed. We obtain this class
by using DL-LiteR as the ontology language, unions of quantifier-free CQs as the query language,
and imposing the additional restriction that the ontology contains no role inclusion which states
that an open role is contained in a closed one. We believe that this class of OMQCs is relevant for
practical applications. We also prove that the restriction on RIs is needed for tractability by showing
that dropping it gives rise to OMQCs that are CONP-hard.

This article is structured as follows. In Section 3, we introduce description logics, relevant
query languages, and ontology-mediated querying with and without closed predicates. We also
observe that one can assume w.l.o.g. that all predicates that occur in the data are closed and that
UCQs using open predicates can be combined with FO queries using closed predicates without
an impact on the complexity of query evaluation. In Section 4, we prove that UCQ evaluation
mediated by ALCHI TBoxes with closed predicates is always in CONP. In Section 5, we establish
the characterizations for the quantified query case and prove the announced complexity dichotomies.
In Section 6, we show that it is decidable in PTIME whether a given TBox with closed predicates is
tractable. We then switch to the case of fixed queries. In Section 7, we establish the link between
OMQCs with closed concept names to surjective CSPs and in Section 8 we link the general case
where also role names can be closed to the complexity of NP Turing machines and prove that
the meta problem is undecidable. In Section 9, we show that evaluating UCQs without quantified
variables is FO-rewritable for DL-LiteR TBoxes in which no open role is included in a closed role.

2. RELATED WORK

The present article combines and extends the conference publications [44, 45]. Classifications of
the complexity of OMQs without closed predicates based on expressive DLs have been studied in
[47, 33] in the quantified query case and in [14] in the fixed query case. The combined complex-
ity of ontology-mediated querying with closed predicates has been investigated in [51]. Among
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other things, it is shown there that the combined complexity of evaluating OMQCs is 2EXPTIME-
complete when ontologies are formulated in DL-LiteR or in EL and the actual queries are UCQs.
The rewritability of OMQCs into disjunctive datalog with negation as failure is considered in [2]
and it is shown that a polynomial rewriting is always possible when the ontology is formulated in
ALCHIO and the actual query is of the form A(x), A a concept name.

The subject of [10] is database querying when only a subset of the relations in the schema
is visible and the data is subject to constraints, which in its ‘instance-level version’ is essentially
identical to evaluating OMQCs. Among other results, it is proved (stated in our terminology) that
when the ontology is formulated in the guarded negation fragment of first-order logic (GNFO) and
the actual query is a UCQ, then the combined complexity of evaluating OMQCs is 2EXPTIME-
complete. The lower bound already applies when the ontology is a set of inclusion dependencies
or a set of linear existential rules (which subsume inclusion dependencies). Moreover, there are
OMQCs based on inclusion dependencies and UCQs that are EXPTIME-hard in data complexity.
These results are completemented by the observation from [9] that there are PSPACE-hard OMQCs
where the ontology is a set of linear existential rules and the actual query Boolean and atomic. It is
interesting to contrast the latter two results with our CONP upper bound for ALCHI and UCQs.

Another related area is the study of combinations of the open and closed world assumption in
data exchange [43]. In data exchange one usually assumes an open-world semantics according to
which it is possible to extend instances of target schemas in an arbitrary way [4]. In an alternative
closed-world semantics approach one only allows to add as much data as needed to the target to
satisfy constraints of the schema mapping [32]. In [43], a mixed approach is proposed: one can
designate different attributes of target schemas as open or closed. Although similar in spirit to
ontology-based data access with closed predicates, the techniques required to analyze the mixed
approach to data exchange appear to be very different from those developed in this paper.

More vaguely related to our setup are so-called ‘nominal schemas’ and ‘closed variables’ in
ontologies that are sets of existential rules, see [41, 42] and [3], respectively. In both cases, the
idea is that certain object identifiers (nominals or variables) can only be bound to individuals from
the ABox, but not to elements of a model that are introduced by existential quantifiers. When
disjunction is not present in the ontology language under consideration, which is the main focus
of the present article, then the expressive power of these formalisms is orthogonal to ours. In the
presence of disjunction, nominal schemes and closed variables can simulate closed predicates.

3. PRELIMINARIES

We introduce description logics, relevant query languages, and ontology-mediated querying with
and without closed predicates. We also observe that one can combine UCQs on open and closed
predicates with full first-order queries on closed predicates without adverse effects on the decidabil-
ity or complexity of query evaluation.

3.1. Description Logics. For a fully detailed introduction to DLs, we refer the reader to [6, 8]. Let
NC, NR, and NI be countably infinite sets of concept names, role names, and individual names. An
inverse role has the form r− with r a role name. A role is a role name or an inverse role. We set
(r−)− = r, for any role name r. We use three concept languages in this article. ALCI concepts
are defined by the rule

C,D := A | > | ¬C | C uD | ∃r.C | ∃r−.C
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(r−)I = {(e, d) | (d, e) ∈ rI}
>I = ∆I

(¬C)I = ∆I \ CI
(C uD)I = CI ∩DI

(∃r.C)I = {d ∈ ∆I | there exists e ∈ ∆I such that (d, e) ∈ rI and e ∈ CI}

Table 1: Semantics of roles and ALCI concepts

where A ∈ NC and r ∈ NR. The constructor ∃r.C is called a qualified existential restriction. We
use standard abbreviations and write, for example, C tD for ¬(¬C u ¬D) and ∀r.C for ¬∃r.¬C.
DL-Litecore (or basic) concepts are defined by the rule

B := A | ∃r.> | ∃r−.>
where A ∈ NC and r ∈ NR. We often use ∃r as shorthand for the concept ∃r.>. EL concepts C are
defined by the rule

C := A | > | ∃r.C
where A ∈ NC and r ∈ NR. Thus, DL-Litecore and EL are both fragments of ALCI. Note that
DL-Litecore admits inverse roles but no qualified existential restrictions and EL admits qualified
existential restructions but no inverse roles.

In description logic, ontologies are constructed using concept inclusions and potentially also
role inclusions. AnALCI concept inclusion (CI) takes the form C v D with C,D ALCI concepts
and EL CIs are defined accordingly. A DL-Litecore CI takes the form B1 v B2 or B1 v ¬B2 with
B1, B2 basic concepts. For any of these three concept languages L, an L TBox is a finite set of L
CIs. A role inclusion (RI) takes the form r v s, where r, s are roles. A DL-LiteR TBox is a finite
set of DL-Litecore CIs and RIs and an ALCHI TBox is a finite set of ALCI CIs and RIs.

In description logic, data are stored in ABoxes A which are finite sets of concept assertions
A(a) and role assertions r(a, b) with A ∈ NC, r ∈ NR, and a, b ∈ NI. For a role name r, we
sometimes write r−(a, b) ∈ A for r(b, a) ∈ A. We use Ind(A) to denote the set of individual
names used in the ABox A.

DLs are interpreted in standard first-order interpretations I presented as a pair (∆I , ·I), where
∆I is a non-empty set called the domain of I and ·I is a function that maps each concept name
A to a subset AI of ∆I and each role name r to a binary relation rI on ∆I . The extension of ·I
to roles and ALCI concepts is defined in Table 1. An interpretation I satisfies a CI C v D if
CI ⊆ DI , a RI r v s if rI ⊆ sI , a concept assertion A(a) if a ∈ AI and a role assertion r(a, b) if
(a, b) ∈ rI . Note that this interpretation of ABox assertions adopts the standard name assumption
(SNA) which implies the unique name assumption. An interpretation is a model of a TBox T if it
satisfies all inclusions in T and a model of an ABox A if it satisfies all assertions in A. A concept
C is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T if there exists a model I of T with CI 6= ∅. As usual, we write
T |= C v D (T |= r v s) if every model of T satisfies the CI C v D (resp. RI r v s).

A predicate is a concept or role name. A signature Σ is a finite set of predicates. We use sig(C)
to denote the set of predicates that occur in the concept C and likewise for other syntactic objects
such as TBoxes and ABoxes. An ABox is a Σ-ABox if it uses only predicates from Σ. We denote by
sub(C) the set of subconcepts of the concept C and by sub(T ) the set of subconcepts of concepts
that occur in the TBox T . The size of any syntactic objectO, denoted |O|, is the number of symbols
needed to write it with concept, role, and individual names viewed as a single symbol.
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It will sometimes be convenient to regard interpretations as ABoxes and vice versa. For an
ABox A, the interpretation IA corresponding to A is defined as follows:

∆IA = Ind(A)
AIA = {a | A(a) ∈ A}, for all A ∈ NC

rIA = {(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A}, for all r ∈ NR.

Conversely, every interpretation I defines the (possibly infinite) ABox AI in which we regard the
elements of the domain ∆I of I as individual names and letA(d) ∈ AI if d ∈ AI and r(d, d′) ∈ AI
if (d, d′) ∈ rI .

A homomorphism h from an interpretation I1 to an interpretation I2 is a mapping h from ∆I1

to ∆I2 such that d ∈ AI1 implies h(d) ∈ AI2 for all A ∈ NC and d ∈ ∆I1 , and (d, d′) ∈ rI1

implies (h(d), h(d′)) ∈ rI2 for all r ∈ NR and d, d′ ∈ ∆I1 . We say that h preserves a set N ⊆ NI

of individual names if h(a) = a for all a ∈ N . The restriction I|D of an interpretation I to a
non-empty subset D of ∆I is defined by setting ∆I|D = D, AI|D = AI ∩D, for all A ∈ NC, and
rI|D = rI ∩ (D ×D) for all r ∈ NR. The Σ-reduct J of an interpretation I is obtained from I by
setting PJ = P I for all predicates P ∈ Σ and PJ = ∅ for all predicates P 6∈ Σ.

3.2. Query Languages. The query languages used in this article are fragments of first-order logic
using predicates of arity one and two only. Fix a countably infinite set NV of variables. A first-
order query (FOQ) q(~x) is a first-order formula whose free variables are contained in ~x and that is
constructed from atoms A(x) and r(x, y) using conjunction, negation, disjunction, and existential
quantification, where A ∈ NC and r ∈ NR. The variables in ~x are the answer variables of q(~x).
The arity of q(~x) is defined as the length of ~x and a FOQ of arity 0 is called Boolean. If the answer
variables ~x of a query q(~x) are not relevant, we simply write q for q(~x). An assignment π in an
interpretation I is a mapping from NV into ∆I . A tuple ~a = a1, . . . , an of individual names in ∆I

is an answer to q(~x) in I if there exists an assignment π in I such that I |=π q (in the standard
first-order sense) and π(xi) = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In this case, we write I |= q(~a).

A conjunctive query (CQ) is a FOQ in prenex normal form that uses no operators except con-
junction and existential quantification. A union of CQs (UCQ) is a disjunction of CQs with the
same answer variables. Every CQ q can be viewed as an ABox Aq by regarding the variables of q
as individual names.

A CQ q(x) with one answer variable x is a directed tree CQ (dtCQ) if it satisfies the following
conditions:

(1) the directed graph Gq = (Vq, Eq) is a tree with root x, where Vq is the set of variables used
in q and Eq contains an edge (x1, x2) whenever there is an atom r(x1, x2) in q;

(2) if r(x, y), s(x, y) are conjuncts of q(x) then r = s.
We sometimes regard a dtCQ q as a EL concept Cq in the natural way such that for every inter-
pretation I and a ∈ ∆I , I |= q(a) iff a ∈ CIq . Conversely, we denote by qC the natural dtCQ
corresponding to the EL concept C such that I |= qC(a) iff a ∈ CI holds for all interpretations I
and a ∈ ∆I . It will be convenient to not always strictly distinguish between C and qC and denote
the query qC by C.

A CQ q(x) with one answer variable x is a tree CQ (tCQ) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Gq is a tree when viewed as an undirected graph;
(2) if r(x, y), s(x, y) are conjuncts of q(x) then r = s;
(3) there are no conjuncts r(x, y), s(y, x) in q(x).
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Similarly to dtCQs, tCQs can be regarded as concepts in the extension ELI of EL with inverse
roles, see [8]. We use the same notation as for dtCQs.

3.3. TBoxes and Ontology-Mediated Queries with Closed Predicates. As explained in the in-
troduction, our central objects of study are TBoxes with closed predicates in the quantified query
case and ontology-mediated queries with closed predicates in the fixed query case.

A TBox with closed predicates is a pair (T ,ΣC) with T a TBox and ΣC a set of closed
predicates. An ontology-mediated query with closed predicates (OMQC) takes the form Q =
(T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) where T is a TBox, ΣA an ABox signature which gives the set of predicates that
can be used in ABoxes, ΣC ⊆ ΣA a set of closed predicates, and q a query (such as a UCQ). The
arity of Q is defined as the arity of q. If ΣA = NC ∪ NR, then we omit ΣA and write (T ,ΣC, q)
for (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q). Note that when Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) is an OMQC, then (T ,ΣC) is a TBox with
closed predicates. When studying TBoxes with closed predicates (in the quantified query case), we
generally do not restrict the ABox signature.

The semantics of OMQCs is as follows. We say that a model I of an ABox A respects closed
predicates ΣC if the extension of these predicates agrees with what is explicitly stated in the ABox,
that is,

AI = {a | A(a) ∈ A} for all A ∈ ΣC ∩ NC and
rI = {(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A} for all r ∈ ΣC ∩ NR.

Let Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) be an OMQC and A a ΣA-ABox. A tuple ~a of elements from Ind(A),
denoted by ~a ∈ Ind(A) for convenience, is a certain answer to Q on A, written A |= Q(~a), if
I |= q(~a) for all models I of T and A that respect ΣC. The evaluation problem for Q is the
problem to decide, given a ΣA-ABox A and a tuple ~a ∈ Ind(A), whether A |= Q(~a). Note that this
problem parallels the evaluation problem for CQs and other standard query language, but with CQs
replaced by OMQCs.

An OMQCQ = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) with answer variables ~x is FO-rewritable if there is a first-order
formula p(~x), called an FO-rewriting of Q, such that for all ΣA-ABoxes A and all ~a ∈ Ind(A), we
have IA |= p(~a) iff A |= Q(~a). We remind the reader that the query evaluation problem for Q is in
AC0 when Q is FO-rewritable.

Example 1. Consider T = {A v ∃r.B} and q(x) = ∃y r(y, x). Let Q0 = (T , ∅, q(x)) be
an OMQC without closed predicates and let Q1 = (T ,ΣC, q(x)) be the corresponding OMQC
with closed predicates ΣC = {B}. Let A = {A(a), B(b)}. Then A 6|= Q0(b) since one can
define a model I of T and A in which (a, d) ∈ rI and d ∈ BI for a fresh element d. However,
A |= Q1(b) since B ∈ ΣC. Note that q(x) is an FO-rewriting of Q0. The FO-rewriting of Q1 is
more complicated and given by

q(x) ∨ (∃y A(y) ∧B(x) ∧ ∀y (B(y)→ y = x)) ∨ (∃y A(y) ∧ ¬∃y B(y))

The second disjunct captures answers for ABoxes in which one has to make x an r-successor of
some y because only x satisfies B and the third disjunct captures answers for ABoxes in which
there is no common model of T and the ABox that respects ΣC.

An OMQC language is a triple (L,Σ,Q) with L a TBox language (such as DL-LiteR, EL,
or ALCHI), Σ a set of predicates (such as NC ∪ NR, NC, or the empty set) from which the closed
predicated in OMQCs must be taken, andQ a query language (such as UCQ or CQ). Then (L,Σ,Q)
comprises all OMQCs (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) such that T ∈ L, ΣC ⊆ Σ, and q ∈ Q. Note that for Σ = ∅
we obtain the standard languages of ontology-mediated queries without closed predicates [14].
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In the quantified query case, we aim to classify the complexity of all TBoxes with closed
predicates (T ,ΣC) where T is formulated in a DL of interest. More precisely, for a query language
Q we say that

• Q evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is in PTIME if for every q ∈ Q, the evaluation problem for
(T ,ΣC, q) is in PTIME;
• Q evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is CONP-hard if there exists q ∈ Q such that the evaluation

problem for (T ,ΣC, q) is CONP-hard;
• Q evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is FO-rewritable if for every q ∈ Q, the OMQC (T ,ΣC, q) is

FO-rewritable.
In the fixed query case, we aim to classify the complexity of all OMQCs from some OMQC lan-
guage, in the standard sense. We remind the reader that without closed predicates the complexity of
query evaluation is well understood. In fact,

• every OMQC in (DL-LiteR, ∅,UCQ) is FO-rewritable [20];
• the evaluation problem for every OMQC in (EL, ∅,UCQ) is in PTIME (and there are

PTIME-hard OMQCs in (EL, ∅, dtCQ)) [21, 39]; and
• the evaluation problem for every OMQC in (ALCHI, ∅,UCQ) is in CONP (and there are

CONP-hard OMQCs in (ALCI, ∅, dtCQ)) [34, 52, 55, 21].
We will often have to deal with ABoxes that contradict the TBox given that certain predicates are
closed. We say that an ABox A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) if there is a model of T and A that
respects ΣC. We further say that ABox consistency is FO-rewritable for (T ,ΣA,ΣC) if there is a
Boolean FOQ q such that for all ΣA-ABoxes A, IA |= q iff A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Note
that if an ABox is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC), then it is consistent w.r.t. (T , ∅). The converse does
not hold. For example, if T = {A v B} and ΣC = {B}, then A = {A(a)} is not consistent
w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) but A is consistent w.r.t. (T , ∅).

Note that a CI C v D that uses only closed predicates acts as an integrity constraint in the
standard database sense [1]. As an example, consider T = {A v B} and ΣC = {A,B}. Then
(T ,ΣC) imposes the integrity constraint that if A(a) is contained in an ABox, then so must be
B(a). In particular, an ABox A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) iff A satisfies this integrity constraint.
For ABoxesA that are consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC), (T ,ΣC) has no further effect on query answers. In
a DL context, integrity constraints are discussed in [22, 24, 48, 49, 50].

3.4. Basic Observations on OMQCs. We first show that for DLs that support role inclusions, any
OMQC is equivalent to an OMQC in which the ABox signature and the set of closed predicates
coincide. This setup was called DBoxes in [36, 29]. Assume OMQCs Q1 and Q2 have the same
arity and ABox signature ΣA. Then Q1 and Q2 are equivalent if for all ΣA-ABoxesA and all tuples
~a in Ind(A), A |= Q1(~a) iff A |= Q2(~a). A class Q of queries is called canonical if it is closed
under replacing a concept or role atom in a query with an atom of the same kind. All classes of
queries considered in this article are canonical.

Theorem 3.1. Let L ∈ {DL-LiteR,ALCHI} and Q be a canonical class of UCQs. Then for
every OMQC Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) from (L,NC ∪ NR,Q), one can construct in polynomial time an
equivalent OMQC Q′ = (T ′,ΣA,ΣA, q

′) with T ′ ∈ L and q′ ∈ Q.

Proof. Let L ∈ {DL-LiteR,ALCHI} and let Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) be an OMQC with T ∈ L and
q ∈ Q. For every predicate P ∈ ΣA \ ΣC, we take a fresh predicate P ′ of the same arity (if P is a
concept name, then P ′ is a concept name, and if P is a role name, then P ′ is a role name). Let T ′
be the resulting TBox when all P ∈ ΣA \ΣC are replaced by P ′ and the inclusion P v P ′ is added,
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for each P ∈ ΣA \ ΣC. Denote by q′ the resulting query when every P ∈ ΣA \ ΣC in q is replaced
by P ′. We show that Q′ = (T ′,ΣA,ΣA, q

′) is equivalent to Q.
First let A be a ΣA-ABox with A 6|= Q(~a). Then there is a model I of T and A that respects

closed predicates ΣC such that I 6|= q(~a). Define an interpretation I ′ by setting

∆I
′
= ∆I

AI
′
= {a | A(a) ∈ A}, for all A ∈ ΣA \ ΣC

rI
′
= {(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A}, for all r ∈ ΣA \ ΣC

A′I
′
=AI , for all A ∈ ΣA \ ΣC

r′I
′
= rI , for all r ∈ ΣA \ ΣC

and leaving the interpretation of the remaining predicates unchanged. It can be verified that I ′ is a
model of T ′ and A that respects closed predicates ΣA such that I ′ 6|= q′(~a). Thus, A 6|= Q′(~a).
Conversely, letA be a ΣA-ABox such thatA 6|= Q′(~a). Let I ′ be a model of T ′ andA that respects
closed predicates ΣA and such that I ′ 6|= q′(~a). Define an interpretation I by setting

∆I = ∆I
′

AI = A′I
′
, for all A ∈ ΣA \ ΣC

rI = r′I
′
, for all r ∈ ΣA \ ΣC

and leaving the interpretation of the remaining predicates unchanged. It is readily checked that I is
a model of T and A that respects closed predicates ΣC and such that I 6|= q(~a). Thus, A 6|= Q(~a).

As observed in [54, 22], a partial CWA enables the use of more expressive query languages
without increasing the complexity of query evaluation. This is particularly useful when many pred-
icates are closed—recall that it can even be useful to close all predicates that can occur in the data.
We next make this more precise for our particular framework by introducing a concrete class of
OMQCs that combine FOQs for closed predicates with UCQs for open predicates. As in the rela-
tional database setting, we admit only FOQs that are domain-independent and thus correspond to
expressions of relational algebra (and SQL queries), see [1] for a formal definition.

Theorem 3.2. Let Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q(~x)) be an OMQC from (ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,CQ) and q′(~x)
a domain-independent FOQ with sig(q′) ⊆ ΣC. If Q is FO-rewritable (evaluating Q is in PTIME)
and ABox-consistency is FO-rewritable (in PTIME, respectively) for (T ,ΣA,ΣC), then the OMQC
Q′ = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q ∧ q′) is FO-rewritable (evaluating Q′ is in PTIME, respectively).

Proof. Assume that p is an FO-rewriting of Q and that p′ is a Boolean FOQ such that for all ΣA-
ABoxes A, IA |= p′ iff A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Then ¬p′ ∨ (p ∧ q′) is an FO-rewriting of
Q′. Next assume that evaluating Q is in PTIME and that ABox consistency w.r.t (T ,ΣA,ΣC) is in
PTIME. To show that evaluating Q′ is in PTIME, let A be a ΣA-ABox and ~a a tuple in A. Then
A |= Q′(~a) iff A is not consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) or A |= Q(~a) and IA |= q′(~a). As both can be
checked in polynomial time, one can decide A |= Q′(~a) in PTIME.
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4. A CONP-UPPER BOUND FOR QUERY EVALUATION

We show that for our most expressive DL, ALCHI, UCQ evaluation for OMQCs is in CONP.
Recall from the introduction that this bound is not a consequence of results on ontology-mediated
querying in description logics with nominals because nominals are part of the TBox and thus their
number is a constant. The proof uses a decomposition of countermodels (models that demonstrate
query non-entailment) into mosaics and then relies on a guess-and-check algorithm for finding such
decompositions.

Theorem 4.1. The evaluation problem for OMQCs in (ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,UCQ) is in CONP.

The proof is given by a sequence of lemmas. We first show that it suffices to consider inter-
pretations that are (essentially) forest-shaped when evaluating UCQs and then introduce mosaics as
small forest-shaped interpretations. A forest over an alphabet S is a prefix-closed set of words over
S∗ \ {ε}, where ε denotes the empty word. Let F be a forest over S. A root of F is a word in F of
length one. A successor of w in F is a v ∈ F of the form v = w · x, where x ∈ S. For a k ∈ N, F
is called k-ary, if for all w ∈ F , we have that the number of successors of w is at most k. The depth
of w ∈ F is |w| − 1, where |w| is the length of w. The depth of a finite forest F is the maximum of
the depths of all w ∈ F . A tree is a forest that has exactly one root. We do not mention the alphabet
of a forest if it is not important.

Definition 4.2. An interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) is forest-shaped if ∆I is a forest and for all (d, e) ∈
∆I ×∆I and r ∈ NR, if (d, e) ∈ rI , then

• d or e is a root of ∆I , or
• e is a successor of d or d is a successor of e.

I is of arity k if the forest ∆I is of arity k. 4

Note that a forest-shaped interpretation is forest-shaped only in a loose sense since it admits edges
from any node to the root. We remind the reader of the following easily proved fact.

Lemma 2. Let h be a homomorphism from I to J preserving NI and let q(~x) be a UCQ and ~a a
tuple of individual names. Then J |= q(~a) if I |= q(~a).

As announced, the next lemma shows that it suffices to consider forest-shaped interpretations when
evaluating UCQs. We use cl(T ) to denote the closure of sub(T ) under single negation.

Lemma 4.3. Let A be a ΣA-ABox, ~a a tuple in Ind(A), and Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) a OMQC from
(ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,UCQ). Then the following are equivalent:

(1) A |= Q(~a);
(2) I |= q(~a) for all forest-shaped models I of T and A that respect ΣC and such that

• the arity of ∆I is |T |,
• Ind(A) is the set of roots of ∆I ,
• for every d ∈ ∆I\Ind(A) and ∃r.C ∈ cl(T ) with d ∈ (∃r.C)I , there exists a ∈ Ind(A)

with (d, a) ∈ rI and a ∈ CI or there exists a successor d′ of d in ∆I such that
(d, d′) ∈ rI and d′ ∈ CI .

The proof is given in the appendix. (1) ⇒ (2) is trivial and the proof of (2) ⇒ (1) is by
unravelling a model I of T and A with I 6|= q(~a) into a forest-shaped model of T and A from
which there is a homomorphism preserving NI to the original model I and then applying Lemma 2.

Let T be an ALCHI TBox. For an interpretation I and d ∈ ∆I , let the T -type of d in I be

tpI(d) = {C ∈ cl(T ) | d ∈ CI}.
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In general, a T -type is a set t ⊆ cl(T ) such that for some model I of T and some d ∈ ∆I , we
have t = tpI(d). We use TP(T ) to denote the set of all T -types. For T -types t, t′ and a role r, we
write t  r t

′ if there is some model I of T and d, e ∈ ∆I such that (d, e) ∈ rI , t = tpI(d), and
t′ = tpI(e).

We now define the notion of a mosaic for an ABox A and an OMQC Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q).
Mosaics are abstract representations of interpretations which add to the ABox A a tree-shaped
interpretation of outdegree bounded by |T | and depth at most |q|. The tree-shaped part is linked to
the ABox via roles, where the number of ABox individuals linked to an element of the tree-shaped
interpretation is bounded by |T |. We ensure that a mosaic can be extended to a proper model of
T and A by hooking fresh interpretations to its ABox individuals and the leaves of its tree-shaped
interpretation. Coherent sets of mosaics will correspond to forest-shaped models of T and A. We
ensure that is can be checked in polynomial time in |A| whether a set of mosaics is coherent and
whether q is satisfied in the interpretation to which is corresponds. A standard guess and check
algorithm (which guesses a set of mosaics and checks its coherence and satisfaction of q) then
shows that it is NP to decide A 6|= Q.

Definition 4.4. Let A be a ΣA-ABox and Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) from (ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,UCQ). A
mosaic for Q andA is a pair (I, τ), where I is a forest-shaped interpretation and τ : ∆I → TP(T ),
satisfying the following properties:

(1) ∆I ∩ NI = Ind(A);
(2) ∆I \ Ind(A) is a |T |-ary tree of depth at most |q|;
(3) for all d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A), the cardinality of {a ∈ Ind(A) | (d, a) ∈ rI for some role r} is at

most |T |;
(4) for all d ∈ ∆I and A ∈ NC ∩ cl(T ), d ∈ AI iff A ∈ τ(d);
(5) for all (d, e) ∈ ∆I ×∆I and roles r, if (d, e) ∈ rI then τ(d) r τ(e);
(6) for all d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A) of depth at most |q| − 1, if ∃r.C ∈ τ(d), then there is some e ∈ ∆I

such that (d, e) ∈ rI and C ∈ τ(e);
(7) I |= A
(8) for all r v s ∈ T , rI ⊆ sI ;
(9) for all A ∈ ΣC and all A that do not occur in T , AI = {a | A(a) ∈ A} and for all r ∈ ΣC

and all r that do not occur in T , rI = {(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A}.
4

Let (I, τ) and (I ′, τ ′) be mosaics. A bijective function f : ∆I → ∆I
′

is an isomorphism between
(I, τ) and (I ′, τ ′) if both f and its inverse f−1 are homomorphisms preserving NI and τ(d) =
τ ′(f(d)), for all d ∈ ∆I . We call (I, τ) and (I ′, τ ′) isomorphic if there is an isomorphism between
(I, τ) and (I ′, τ ′).

For a forest F , w ∈ F , and n ≥ 0, we denote by Fw,n the set of all words w′ ∈ F such that w′

begins with w and |w′| ≤ |w|+ n.

Definition 4.5. A setM of mosaics for (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) andA is coherent if the following conditions
are satisfied:

• for all (I, τ), (I ′, τ ′) ∈M , (I, τ)|Ind(A) = (I ′, τ ′)|Ind(A).
• for all (I, τ) ∈ M , a ∈ Ind(A), and ∃r.C ∈ cl(T ), if ∃r.C ∈ τ(a), then there exists

(I ′, τ ′) ∈ M and d ∈ ∆I
′

such that (a, d) ∈ rI′ and C ∈ τ ′(d), where d is either the root
of ∆I

′ \ Ind(A) or d ∈ Ind(A);
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• for all (I, τ) ∈ M and all successors d ∈ ∆I of the root of ∆I \ Ind(A), there exist
(I ′, τ ′) ∈ M and an isomorphism f from (I, τ)|∆I

d,|q|−1
∪Ind(A) to (I ′, τ ′)|

∆I
′

e,|q|−1
∪Ind(A)

such that f(d) = e, where e ∈ ∆I
′

is the root of ∆I
′ \ Ind(A).

We write M ` q(~a) if
⊎

(I,τ)∈M I |= q(~a), where here and in what follows
⊎

denotes a disjoint
union that only makes the elements that are not in Ind(A) disjoint. 4

Lemma 4.6. Let A be a ΣA-ABox, ~a a tuple in Ind(A), and Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) a OMQC from
(ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,UCQ). Then the following are equivalent:

(1) A |= Q(~a);
(2) M ` q(~a), for all coherent sets M of mosaics for Q and A.

Proof. (2) ⇒ (1). Suppose A 6|= Q(~a). Let I be a forest-shaped model with I 6|= q(~a) and
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.3 (2). For each d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A), let Id = I|∆I

d,|q|∪Ind(A)

and τd =
⋃
e∈∆Id{e 7→ tpI(e)}. Now set M = {(Id, τd) | d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A)} if ∆I 6= Ind(A);

and set M = {(I, τ)} with τ =
⋃
a∈Ind(A) a 7→ tpI(a) if ∆I = Ind(A). It is not hard to see that

M is a coherent set of mosaics for Q and A (to satisfy Condition 9 for mosaics for concept names
A and role names r that do not occur in T , we can clearly assume that AI = {a | A(a) ∈ A} for
all A that do not occur in T , and rI = {(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A} for all r that do not occur in T ).
It remains to show that M 6` q(~a). But this follows from Lemma 2 and the fact that the function
h from I ′ =

⊎
(J ,τ)∈M J to I mapping every a ∈ NI to itself and every copy d′ ∈ ∆I

′
of some

d ∈ ∆I to d is a homomorphism from I ′ to I preserving NI.
(1) ⇒ (2). Suppose there is a coherent set M of mosaics for Q and A with M 6` q. We

construct, by induction, a sequence of pairs (I0, τ0), (I1, , τ1), . . ., where every Ii is a forest-shaped
interpretation and τi : ∆Ii → TP(T ) such that every d ∈ ∆Ii \ Ind(A) of depth ≤ i is associated
with a mosaic (Id, τd) = (Ii, τi)|∆Ii

d,|q|∪Ind(A)
that is isomorphic to a mosaic in M .

For i = 0, let M0 be the set of all (J , τ) ∈ M such that there are a ∈ Ind(A), d ∈ ∆J , and
∃r.C ∈ cl(T ) with ∃r.C ∈ τ(a), C ∈ τ(d), (a, d) ∈ rJ , and d is either the root of ∆J \ Ind(A) or
d ∈ Ind(A). Define

I0 =
⊎

(J ,τ)∈M0

J , τ0 =
⊎

(J ,τ)∈M0

τ

It is easy to see that (I0, τ0) satisfies the conditions above.
For i > 0, let d′ ∈ ∆Ii \ Ind(A) be of depth i and let d be the unique element of ∆Ii \ Ind(A)

of depth i − 1 such that d′ is the successor of d. By the induction hypothesis and coherency of M ,
there is some (J , τ) ∈ M with e ∈ ∆J the root of ∆J \ Ind(A) such that (Id, τd)|∆Id

d′,|q|−1
∪Ind(A)

is isomorphic to (J , τ)|∆J
e,|q|−1

∪Ind(A). W.l.o.g. we assume that ∆Idd′,|q|−1 = ∆Je,|q|−1; if this is not

the case, we can always rename the elements in the latter without destroying the isomorphism. Set
(Id′ , τd′) = (J , τ) and assume that the points in ∆Id′ \∆Idd′,|q|−1 are fresh. Set

(Ii+1, τi+1) = (Ii, τi) ∪
⋃

d′∈∆Ii\Ind(A) of depth i

(Id′ , τd′)

Now define the interpretation I as the limit of the sequence I0, I1, . . . (cf. proof of Lemma 4.3). It
is shown in the appendix that I is a model of T and A that respects closed predicates ΣC such that
I 6|= q(~a).
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Lemma 4.7. LetA be a ΣA-ABox andQ = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) in (ALCHI,NC∪NR,UCQ). Then, up
to isomorphisms, the size of any coherent setM of mosaics forQ andA is bounded by (2|A|)|T |f(|q|)

,
for a linear polynomial f .

Proof. The bound follows from Conditions 1, 2, 3, and 9 on mosaics and the first condition on
coherent sets of mosaics. Note, in particular, that by the first condition on coherent sets M of
mosaics the restriction to Ind(A) coincides for all mosaics inM and that by Condition 3 on mosaics
for any d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A) the number of distinct a ∈ Ind(A) with (d, a) ∈ rI for some role r is
bounded by |T | for any mosaic (I, τ).

We are now in the position to prove Theorem 4.1. Fix an OMQC Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) in
(ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,UCQ). We show that given a ΣA-ABox A and tuple ~a in Ind(A), deciding
A 6|= Q(~a) is in NP. AssumeA and ~a are given. By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7,A 6|= Q(~a) iff there exists
a coherent set M of mosaics for Q and A such that |M | ≤ (2|A|)|T |f(|q|)

(f a linear polynomial)
and M 6` q(~a). Thus, it is sufficient to show that it can be decided in time polynomial in the size
|A| of A whether M is a coherent set of mosaics for Q and A and whether M 6` q(~a). The first
condition is clear. For the second condition, observe that J =

⊎
(I,τ)∈M I can be constructed in

time polynomial in |A| and that checking if J |= q(~a) is again possible in time polynomial in |A|.

5. QUANTIFIED QUERY CASE: DICHOTOMIES FOR DL-LITER AND EL

We consider the quantified query case and show two dichotomy results: for every DL-LiteR TBox
with closed predicates (T ,ΣC), UCQ evaluation is FO-rewritable or CONP-complete. In the latter
case, there is even a tCQ q such that evaluating the OMQ (T ,ΣC, q) is CONP-hard. It thus follows
that a TBox with closed predicates is FO-rewritable for tCQs iff it is FO-rewritable for CQs iff it is
FO-rewritable for UCQs, and likewise for CONP-completeness. It also follows that FO-rewritability
coincides with tractability, that is, query evaluation in PTIME. We obtain the same results for EL
TBoxes with closed predicates except that tCQs are replaced with dtCQs and FO-rewritability is
replaced with PTIME. In both the DL-LiteR case and the EL case, tractability also implies that query
evaluation with closed predicates coincides with query evaluation without closed predicates, unless
the data is inconsistent with the TBox. The proof strategy is similar in both cases, but the details
are more involved for EL. We first consider the notion of convexity which formalizes the absence
of implicit disjunctions in answering tree-shaped queries and show that for ALCHI TBoxes with
closed predicates, non-convexity implies CONP-hardness. We then introduce a syntactic condition
for DL-LiteR TBoxes (and later also for EL TBoxes) with closed predicates called safeness and
show that non-safeness implies non-convexity while safeness implies tractability.

5.1. Non-Convexity Implies CONP-hardness. It is well-known that the notion of convexity is
closely related to the complexity of query evaluation, see for example [39, 47]. Recall that we omit
ΣA from the OMQC (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) and write (T ,ΣC, q) if ΣA = NC ∪ NR.

Definition 5.1. LetQ ∈ {tCQ, dtCQ}. A TBox with closed predicates (T ,ΣC) is convex forQ if for
all ABoxes A, a ∈ Ind(A), and q1(x), q2(x) ∈ Q the following holds: if A |= (T ,ΣC, q1 ∨ q2)(a),
then A |= (T ,ΣC, qi)(a) for some i ∈ {1, 2}. 4

Without closed predicates, every DL-LiteR and EL TBox is convex for tCQs. In fact, it is shown
in [47, 33] that for TBoxes in ALCHI (and even more expressive languages) without closed pred-
icates, convexity for tCQs is a necessary condition for UCQ evaluation to be in PTIME (unless
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PTIME = CONP). The following is an example of a DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates that is
not convex for tCQs.

Example 3. Let T = {A v ∃r.>,∃r−.> v B} and ΣC = {B}. We show that (T ,ΣC) is not
convex for tCQs. To this end, let

A = {A(a), B(b1), A1(b1), B(b2), A2(b2)}
qi = ∃y r(x, y) ∧Ai(y) for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Then A |= (T ,ΣC, q1 ∨ q2)(a), whereas A 6|= (T ,ΣC, qi)(a) for any i ∈ {1, 2}.

We next show that non-convexity implies that query evaluation is CONP-hard. The result is formu-
lated forALCHI as our maximal description logics and comes in a directed version (used lated for
EL) and a non-directed one (used for DL-LiteR).

Lemma 5.2. Let (T ,ΣC) be an ALCHI TBox with closed predicates that is not convex for tCQs
(resp. dtCQs). Then there exists a tCQ q (resp. dtCQ q) such that the evaluation problem for
(T ,ΣC, q) is CONP-hard.

Proof. The proof is by a reduction of 2+2-SAT inspired by [55]. 2+2-SAT is a variant of propo-
sitional satisfiability where each clause contains precisely two positive literals and two negative
literals. The queries q1 and q2 that witness non-convexity from Definition 5.1 are used as sub-
queries of the query constructed in the reduction, where they serve the purpose of distinguishing
truth values of propositional variables. We give a sketch of the reduction only as it is very sim-
ilar to a corresponding reduction for TBoxes without closed predicates [47]. Let (T ,ΣC) be not
convex for tCQs. Then there are an ABox A with a ∈ Ind(A) and tCQs q1(x), q2(x) such that
A |= (T ,ΣC, q1 ∨ q2)(a) and A 6|= (T ,ΣC, qi)(a) for all i ∈ {1, 2}.

We define 2+2-SAT. A 2+2 clause is of the form (p1 ∨ p2 ∨ ¬n1 ∨ ¬n2), where each of
p1, p2, n1, n2 is a propositional letter or a truth constant 0, 1. A 2+2 formula is a finite conjunction
of 2+2 clauses. Now, 2+2-SAT is the problem of deciding whether a given 2+2 formula is satisfiable.
It is shown in [55] that 2+2-SAT is NP-complete.

Let ϕ = c0 ∧ · · · ∧ cn be a 2+2 formula in propositional letters w0, . . . , wm, and let ci =
pi,1 ∨ pi,2 ∨ ¬ni,1 ∨ ¬ni,2 for all i ≤ n. Our aim is to define an ABox Aϕ and a tCQ q0 such that
ϕ is unsatisfiable iff Aϕ |= (T ,ΣC, q0)(f), for an individual name f we define shortly. To start, we
represent the formula ϕ in the ABox Aϕ as follows:

• the individual name f represents the formula ϕ;
• the individual names c0, . . . , cn represent the clauses of ϕ;
• the assertions c(f, c0), . . . , c(f, cn), associate f with its clauses, where c is a role name that

does not occur in T ;
• the individual names w0, . . . , wm represent propositional letters, and the individual names

0, 1 represent truth constants;
• the assertions ⋃

i≤n
{p1(ci, pi,1), p2(ci, pi,2), n1(ci, ni,1), n2(ci, ni,2)}

associate each clause with the four variables/truth constants that occur in it, where p1, p2,
n1, and n2 are role names that do not occur in T .

We further extend Aϕ to enforce a truth value for each of the variables wi and the truth-constants
0, 1. To this end, add to Aϕ copies A0, . . . ,Am of the ABox A obtained by renaming individual
names such that Ind(Ai) ∩ Ind(Aj) = ∅ whenever i 6= j. Moreover, assume that ai coincides with
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the ith copy of a. Intuitively, the copy Ai of A is used to generate a truth value for the variable wi,
where we want to interpret wi as true in an interpretation I if I |= q1(ai) and as false if I |= q2(ai).
To actually relate each individual name wi to the associated ABox Ai, we use the role name r that
does not occur in T . More specifically, we extend Aϕ as follows:

(1) link variable wi to the ABox Ai by adding the assertion r(wi, ai), for all i ≤ m; thus,
the truth of wi means that tt(x) := ∃y (r(x, y) ∧ q1(y)) is satisfied and falsity means that
ff(x) := ∃y (r(x, y) ∧ q2(y)) is satisfied;

(2) to ensure that 0 and 1 have the expected truth values, add a copy of q1 viewed as an ABox
Aq1 with root 1′ and a copy of q2 viewed as an ABox Aq2 with root 0′; add r(0, 0′) and
r(1, 1′).

Let B be the resulting ABox. Consider the tCQ

q0(x) = ∃y, y1, y2, y3, y4

(
c(x, y) ∧ p1(y, y1) ∧ ff(y1) ∧ p1(y, y2) ∧ ff(y2) ∧

n1(y, y3) ∧ tt(y3) ∧ n2(y, y4) ∧ tt(y4)
)

which describes the existence of a clause with only false literals and thus captures falsity of ϕ. It is
straightforward to show that ϕ is unsatisfiable iff B |= (T ,ΣC, q0)(f). Finally observe that q0 is a
dtCQ if q1 and q2 are dtCQs.

5.2. Dichotomy for DL-LiteR. The next definition gives a syntactic safety condition for DL-LiteR
TBoxes with closed predicates that turns out to characterize tractability.

Definition 5.3 (Safe DL-LiteR TBox). Let (T ,ΣC) be a DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates.
Then (T ,ΣC) is safe if there are no basic concepts B1, B2 and role r such that the following condi-
tions are satisfied:

(1) B1 is satisfiable w.r.t. T ;
(2) T |= B1 v ∃r and T |= ∃r− v B2;
(3) B1 6= ∃r′, for every role r′ with T |= r′ v r;
(4) sig(B2) ⊆ ΣC and sig(r′) ∩ΣC = ∅ for every role r′ with T |= B1 v ∃r′ and T |= r′ v r.

4

The following example illustrates safeness.

Example 4. It is easy to see that the TBox with closed predicates from Example 3 is not safe. As an
additional example, consider

T = {A v ∃r.>, r v s} and ΣC = {s}
Then (T ,ΣC) is not safe, which is witnessed by the concepts B1 = A, B2 = ∃s−.>, and the role r.
Indeed, (T ,ΣC) is not convex for tCQs. This can be proved using the ABox

{A(a), s(a, b1), A1(b1), s(a, b2), A2(b2)}
and the tCQs qi = ∃y (r(x, y) ∧Ai(y)), for i ∈ {1, 2}.
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We now establish the dichotomy result for DL-LiteR TBoxes with closed predicates. Let (T1,Σ1)
and (T2,Σ2) be TBoxes with closed predicates. Then we say that (T1,Σ1) and (T2,Σ2) are UCQ-
inseparable on consistent ABoxes [16, 17] if

A |= (T1,Σ1, q)(~a) iff A |= (T2,Σ2, q)(~a)

holds for all UCQs q, all ABoxes A consistent w.r.t. both (T1,Σ1) and (T2,Σ2), and all tuples ~a
in Ind(A). The notion of UCQ-inseparability is used in Condition 2(a) of the following dichotomy
theorem. Informally, it says that tractable query evaluation implies that query evaluation with closed
predicates coincides with query evaluation without closed predicates.

Theorem 5.4. Let (T ,ΣC) be a DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates. Then
(1) If (T ,ΣC) is not safe, then (T ,ΣC) is not convex for tCQs and tCQ evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC)

is CONP-hard.
(2) If (T ,ΣC) is safe, then (T ,ΣC) is convex for tCQs and

(a) (T ,ΣC) and (T , ∅) are UCQ-inseparable on consistent ABoxes.
(b) UCQ evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is FO-rewritable.

Proof. We start with the proof of Point (1). Assume that (T ,ΣC) is not safe. Consider basic
concepts B1, B2 and a role r satisfying Points (1) to (4) of Definition 5.3. By Points (1) and (4) of
Definition 5.3, B1 is satisfiable w.r.t. T and T 6|= B1 v ∃r′ for any role r′ with sig(r′) ⊆ ΣC and
T |= r′ v r. We obtain

T 6|= B1 v t
T |=r′vr,sig(r′)⊆ΣC

∃r′

since (T , ∅) is convex. Observe that the CI to the right is a ALCI CI and T is an ALCHI TBox.
It is well known that ALCHI has the finite model property in the sense that any CI that does not
follow from an ALCHI TBox is refuted in a finite model of the TBox [6]. Thus, we can take a
finite model I of T and some a0 ∈ BI1 such that a0 6∈ (∃r′.>)I for any role r′ with sig(r′) ⊆ ΣC

and T |= r′ v r. Let Ir be the interpretation obtained from I by removing all pairs (a0, b) from
any r′I with T |= r′ v r. Take the ABox Ar corresponding to Ir and let A be the disjoint union
of two copies of Ar. We denote the individual names of the first copy by (b, 1), b ∈ ∆Ir , and the
individual names of the second copy by (b, 2), b ∈ ∆Ir . Let A′ be defined as

A ∪
{A1(b, 1) | b ∈ BI2 } ∪ {A2(b, 2) | b ∈ BI2 } ∪
{r′((a0, i), (b, j)) | (a0, b) ∈ r′I , T 6|= r′ v r, sig(r′) ⊆ ΣC, i, j ∈ {1, 2}}

where A1 and A2 are fresh concept names. Define, for i ∈ {1, 2}, the tCQs

qi(x) = ∃y (r(x, y) ∧Ai(y) ∧B2(y)),

if B2 is a concept name. If B2 = ∃s (or B2 = ∃s−), for a role name s, then set qi(x) =
∃y, z (r(x, y) ∧ Ai(y) ∧ s(y, z)) (or qi(x) = ∃y, z (r(x, y) ∧ Ai(y) ∧ s(z, y)), respectively). We
use A′ and qi(x) to prove that (T ,ΣC) is not convex for tCQs.

Claim 1. A′ |= (T ,ΣC, q1 ∨ q2)(a0, 1).

Proof of claim. Let J be a model of T and A′ that respects ΣC. We have (a0, 1) ∈ BJ1 (since,
by Point (3) of Definition 5.3, B1 6= ∃r′ for every r′ with T |= r′ v r). It follows from the
conditions that J is a model of T , T |= B1 v ∃r, and T |= ∃r− v B2, that there exists e ∈ ∆J

with ((a0, 1), e) ∈ rJ and e ∈ BJ2 . Using the condition that sig(B2) ⊆ ΣC it follows from the
definition of A′ that e is of the form (e′, i) with e′ ∈ BI2 and i ∈ {1, 2}. If i = 1, we have
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A1(e′, 1) ∈ A′ and so (a0, 1) ∈ ∃r.(A1 u B2)J , as required. If i = 2, we have A2(e′, 2) ∈ A′ and
so (a0, 1) ∈ ∃r.(A2 uB2)J , as required. a

Claim 2. A′ 6|= (T ,ΣC, qi)(a0, 1), for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Proof of claim. Let i = 1 (the case i = 2 is similar and omitted). We construct a model J of T
and A′ that respects ΣC such that (a0, 1) 6∈ (∃r.(A1 u B2))J . J is defined as the interpretation
corresponding to the ABox A′ extended by

{r′((a0, 1), (e, 2)) | (a0, e) ∈ r′I} ∪ {r′((a0, 2)), (e, 1)) | (a0, e) ∈ r′I},
for all roles r′ such that sig(r′) ∩ ΣC = ∅ and T |= r′ v r, and

{r′((a0, i), (e, j)) | (a0, e) ∈ r′I , i, j ∈ {1, 2}},
for all roles r′ with sig(r′) ∩ ΣC = ∅ and T 6|= r′ v r.

Clearly (a0, 1) 6∈ (∃r.(A1 u B2))J . Thus it remains to show that J is a model of T and A′
that respects ΣC. Since no symbol from ΣC has changed its interpretation, it is sufficient to show
that J satisfies all inclusions in T .

Let s v s′ be an RI in T . Since I is a model of T , the only pairs where s v s′ can possibly
be refuted are of the form ((a0, i), (b, j)) with i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Assume ((a0, i), (b, j)) ∈ sJ . Then,
by definition, (a0, b) ∈ sI and so (a0, b) ∈ s′I because I is a model of T . We distinguish the
following cases:

• T 6|= s′ v r. Then, by definition of J , ((a0, i), (b, j)) ∈ s′J since ((a0, i
′), (b, j′)) ∈ s′J

for all i′, j′ ∈ {1, 2}.
• T |= s′ v r. Then T |= s v r. Note that, by construction of I, sig(s) ∩ ΣC = ∅ and

sig(s′) ∩ ΣC = ∅. Hence, by construction of J , (i, j) = (1, 2) or (i, j) = (2, 1). In both
cases we have ((a0, i), (b, j)) ∈ s′J as well.

To prove that all CIs of T are satisfied in J observe that BJ = (BI × {1}) ∪ (BI × {2}) holds
for all basic concepts B. Thus, J satisfies all CIs satisfied in I and, therefore, is a model of any CI
in T , as required. a

It follows from Claims 1 and 2 that (T ,ΣC) is not convex for tCQs. The coNP-hardness of tCQ
evaluation follows from Lemma 5.2. This finishes the proof of Point (1).

We come to the proof of Point (2). The proof relies on the canonical model associated with
an ABox and a DL-LiteR TBox [20, 37]. Specifically, for every ABox A that is consistent w.r.t. a
DL-LiteR TBox T without closed predicates, there is a model I of A and T which is minimal in
the sense that for all UCQs q and tuples ~a in Ind(A):

A |= (T , ∅, q)(~a) iff I |= q(~a).

We show that if I is constructed in a careful way and (T ,ΣC) is safe, then I respects ΣC. This
means that a tuple ~a ∈ Ind(A) is a certain answer to (T , ∅, q) on A iff it is a certain answer to
(T ,ΣC, q) on A since closed predicates can only result in additional answers, but not in invalidat-
ing answers. It follows that (T ,ΣC) is convex for tCQs and that (T ,ΣC) and (T , ∅) are UCQ-
inseparable on consistent ABoxes (Point (a)). Additionally, we show that ABox consistency w.r.t.
(T ,ΣC) is FO-rewritable when (T ,ΣC) is safe, which together with the first observation implies
that UCQ evaluation w.r.t. a safe (T ,ΣC) is FO-rewritable: if pc is an FO-rewriting of ABox consis-
tency w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) and q′(~x) is an FO-rewriting of (T , ∅, q(~x)), then ¬pc∨q′(~x) is an FO-rewriting
(T ,ΣC, q(~x)). Thus, Point (b) follows. It thus remains to prove Claims 3 and 4 below.
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Claim 3. Let (T ,ΣC) be a safe DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates. Then for every UCQ q, we
have

A |= (T ,ΣC, q)(~a) iff A |= (T , ∅, q)(~a)

for all ABoxes A that are consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) and all ~a ∈ Ind(A).

Proof of claim. Let (T ,ΣC) be safe and assume that A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). We construct
a canonical model of A and T as the interpretation corresponding to a (possibly infinite) ABox Ac
that is the limit of a sequence of ABoxesA0,A1, . . .. LetA0 = A and assumeAj has been defined
already. Then Aj+1 is obtained from Aj by applying the following two rules:

(R1) if there exist roles r, s and a, b ∈ NI with T |= r v s, r(a, b) ∈ Aj , and s(a, b) 6∈ Aj , then
add s(a, b) to Aj ;

(R2) if (R1) does not apply and there are basic concepts B1, B2 and a ∈ NI such that T |= B1 v
B2, a ∈ B

IAj

1 , and a 6∈ B
IAj

2 , then addB2(a) toAj ifB2 is a concept name and add r(a, b)
for some fresh b ∈ NI to Aj if B2 = ∃r for some role r.

We assume that (R1) and (R2) are applied in a fair way. Now let IT ,A = IAc , whereAc =
⋃
i≥0Ai.

It is known [37] (and easy to prove) that IT ,A is a model of T and A with the following properties:
(p1) For all UCQs q(~x) and ~a ∈ Ind(A): A |= (T , ∅, q)(~a) iff IT ,A |= q(~a).
(p2) For any individual name b ∈ Ind(Ac) \ Ind(A) introduced as a witness for Rule (R2) for

some CI of the form B1 v ∃s and every basic concept B : b ∈ BIT ,A iff T |= ∃s− v B.
To show that IT ,A is a model of T andA that respects ΣC it is sufficient to prove that every assertion
using predicates from ΣC in Ac is contained in A. We first show that for all a, b ∈ Ind(A),

• if A(a) ∈ Ac and A ∈ ΣC, then A(a) ∈ A; and
• if r(a, b) ∈ Ac and r ∈ ΣC, then r(a, b) ∈ A.

For a proof by contradiction assume thatA(a) ∈ Ac butA(a) 6∈ A for some concept nameA ∈ ΣC.
By Point (p1), the former implies A |= (T , ∅, A(x))(a). Thus, A |= (T ,ΣC, A(x))(a) which
contradicts the assumption that A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). The argument for role assertions
r(a, b) is similar and omitted.

It remains to show there are no a ∈ Ind(Ac) \ Ind(A0) and basic concept B with sig(B) ⊆ ΣC

such that a ∈ BIT ,A . For a proof by contradiction, assume that there exist an a ∈ Ind(Ac)\ Ind(A0)
and basic conceptB with sig(B) ⊆ ΣC such that a ∈ BIT ,A . Let a be the first such individual name
introduced using Rule (R2) in the construction ofAc. By Point (p2) and the construction ofAc there

exist B1, r, a0 and j ≥ 0 such that T |= B1 v ∃r, a0 ∈ B
IAj

1 , a0 6∈ (∃r)IAj , (a0, a) ∈ rIAj+1 ,
T |= ∃r− v B. We show that B1, B2, and r satisfy Conditions 1 to 4 from Definition 5.3 for
B2 := B and thus derive a contradiction to the assumption that (T ,ΣC) is safe. Conditions 1 and
2 are clear. For Condition 3, assume that B1 = ∃r′ for some r′ such that T |= r′ v r. Then
(a0, e) ∈ (r′)

IAj for some e. But then, since Rule (R1) is exhaustively applied before Rule (R2)
is applied, we have (a0, e) ∈ rIAj which contradicts a0 6∈ (∃r)IAj . For Condition 4 assume that
T |= B1 v ∃r′ for some role r′ such that sig(r′) ⊆ ΣC and T |= r′ v r. Then a0 ∈ Ind(A) because
otherwise a0 is an individual name introduced before a such that a0 ∈ (∃r′)IT ,A and sig(∃r′) ⊆ ΣC,
which contradicts our assumption about a. By Point (p1) and the consistency of A w.r.t. (T ,ΣC),
there is some b ∈ Ind(A) such that (a0, b) ∈ (r′)IA . But then, again since Rule (R1) is exhaustively
applied before Rule (R2) is applied, (a0, b) ∈ rIAj which contradicts a0 6∈ (∃r)IAj .

Observe that we have also proved that if A is consistent w.r.t. (T , ∅), then there do not exist
a ∈ Ind(Ac) \ Ind(A0) and a basic concept B with sig(B) ⊆ ΣC such that a ∈ BIT ,A . a
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As the final step in the proof of Point (2), we show that ABox consistency w.r.t. a safe DL-LiteR
TBox with closed predicates is FO-rewritable.

Claim 4. Let (T ,ΣC) be a safe DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates. Then ABox consistency
w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is FO-rewritable.

Proof of claim. It follows immediately from the final remark in the proof of Claim 3 above that an
ABox A is consistent w.r.t. a safe (T ,ΣC) if, and only if, (i) A is consistent w.r.t. (T , ∅), (ii) A |=
(T , ∅, A(x))(a) implies a ∈ AIA for all concept names A ∈ ΣC, (iii) A |= (T , ∅, ∃y r(x, y))(a)
implies a ∈ (∃r)IA for all roles r with sig(r) ⊆ ΣC, and (iv) A |= (T , ∅, r(x, y))(a, b) implies
(a, b) ∈ rIA for all role names r ∈ ΣC.

To obtain an FO-rewriting of ABox consistency w.r.t. (T ,ΣC), let pc be an FO-rewriting of
ABox consistency w.r.t. (T , ∅), let qA(x) be an FO-rewriting of (T , ∅, A(x)), for A ∈ ΣC, let
q∃r(x) be an FO-rewriting of (T , ∅,∃y r(x, y)) for r ∈ ΣC, let q∃r−(x) be an FO-rewriting of
(T , ∅,∃y r(y, x)) for r ∈ ΣC and let qr(x, y) =

∨
T |=svr s(x, y), for r ∈ ΣC. Then pc ∧ q1 ∧ q2 ∧

q3 ∧ q4 with

q1 = ∀x
∧
A∈ΣC

(qA(x)→ A(x))

q2 = ∀x
∧
r∈ΣC

(q∃r(x)→ ∃y r(x, y))

q3 = ∀x
∧
r∈ΣC

(q∃r−(x)→ ∃y r(y, x))

q4 = ∀x∀y
∧
r∈ΣC

(qr(x, y)→ r(x, y))

is an FO-rewriting of ABox consistency w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). a

5.3. Dichotomy for EL. We show the announced dichotomy for EL TBoxes with closed predi-
cates. While we follow the same strategy as in the DL-Lite case, there are some interesting new
aspects. In particular, we identify an additional reason for CONP-hardness that we treat by using a
variant of the Craig interpolation property for EL. We call a concept E a top-level conjunct (tlc) of
an EL concept C if C is of the form D1 u · · · uDn and E = Di for some i. We use the following
version of safeness.

Definition 5.5 (Safe EL TBox). An EL TBox with closed predicates (T ,ΣC) is safe if there exists
no EL concept inclusion C v ∃r.D such that

(1) T |= C v ∃r.D;
(2) there is no tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T |= C ′ v D;
(3) one of the following is true:

(s1) r 6∈ ΣC and sig(D) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅;
(s2) r ∈ ΣC, sig(D) 6⊆ ΣC, and there is no EL concept E with sig(E) ⊆ ΣC, T |= C v

∃r.E, and T |= E v D.
4

Condition 3(s1) captures a reason for non-convexity that is similar to the DL-Lite case. For example,
we can recast Example 3 using T = {A v ∃r.B} and ΣC = {B}. Then the inclusion A v ∃r.B
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shows that (T ,ΣC) is not safe as r 6∈ ΣC andB ∈ ΣC. However, in EL there is an additional reason
for non-convexity that is captured by Condition 3(s2).

Example 5. Let T = {A v ∃r.B} and ΣC = {r}. Clearly, by Condition 3(s2), (T ,ΣC) is not safe.
We show that (T ,ΣC) is not convex for dtCQs. Let

A = {A(a), r(a, b1), A1(b1), r(a, b2), A2(b2)}
qi = ∃y (r(x, y) ∧Ai(y) ∧B(y))

Then (T ,ΣC) is not convex becauseA |= (T ,ΣC, q1∨ q2)(a), whereasA 6|= (T ,ΣC, qi)(a) for any
i ∈ {1, 2}. Observe that one cannot reproduce this example in DL-Lite: for example, for the TBox
T ′ = {A v ∃r, ∃r− v B} with Σ′C = {r}, we have A |= (T ′,Σ′C, B(x))(bi) for i = 1, 2 and thus
convexity for dtCQs is not violated.

Note that Condition 3(s2) additionally requires the non-existence of a certain concept E which can
be viewed as an interpolant between C and ∃r.D that uses only closed predicates. The following
example illustrates why this condition is needed.

Example 6. Let T = {A v ∃r.E,E v B} and first assume that ΣC = {r}. Then the CIA v ∃r.B
satisfies Condition 3(s2) and thus (T ,ΣC) is not safe. Now let Σ′C = {r, E}. In this case, the CI
A v ∃r.B does not violate safeness because E can be used as a ‘closed interpolant’. Indeed, it is
not difficult to show that (T ,Σ′C) is both safe and convex for dtCQs.

We now formulate our dichotomy result for EL.

Theorem 5.6. Let (T ,ΣC) be an EL TBox with closed predicates. Then
(1) If (T ,ΣC) is not safe, then (T ,ΣC) is not convex for dtCQs and evaluating dtCQs w.r.t. (T ,ΣC)

is CONP-hard.
(2) If (T ,ΣC) is safe, then (T ,ΣC) is convex for tCQs and

(a) (T ,ΣC) and (T , ∅) are UCQ inseparable on consistent ABoxes.
(b) UCQ evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is in PTIME.

Towards a proof of Theorem 5.6, we start with introducing canonical models, prove some fun-
damental lemmas regarding such models, and establish a variant of the Craig interpolation property
for EL that we use to address Condition 3(s2) of Definition 5.5. In fact, we introduce several
versions of canonical models. For the proof of Point (1) of Theorem 5.6, we use finite canonical
models for EL TBoxes and EL concepts. For Point (2) and for establishing Craig interpolation,
we use (essentially) tree-shaped canonical models of EL TBoxes and possibly infinite ABoxes and,
as a special case, the same kind of canonical models of EL TBoxes and EL concepts. The con-
structions of all these canonical models does not involve closed predicates. However, to deal with
closed predicates in the proofs, it turns out that we need a more careful definition of (tree-shaped)
canonical models than usual.

We start with the definition of finite canonical models for EL TBoxes T and EL concepts C.
Take for every D ∈ sub(T , C) an individual name aD and define the canonical model IT ,C =

(∆IT ,C , ·IT ,C ) of T and C as follows:
• ∆IT ,C = {aC} ∪ {aC′ | ∃r.C ′ ∈ sub(T , C)};
• aD ∈ AIT ,C if T |= D v A, for all A ∈ NC and aD ∈ ∆IT ,C ;
• (aD0 , aD1) ∈ rIT ,C if T |= D0 v ∃r.D1 and ∃r.D1 ∈ sub(T ) or ∃r.D1 is a tlc of D0, for

all aD0 , aD1 ∈ ∆IT ,C and r ∈ NR.
Deciding whether T |= C v D is in PTIME [7], and thus IT ,C can be constructed in time polyno-
mial in the size of T and C. The following lemma, shown in [46] as Lemma 12, is the reason for
why IT ,C is called a canonical model.
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Lemma 5.7. Let C be an EL concept and T an EL TBox. Then
• IT ,C is a model of T ;
• for all D0 ∈ sub(T , C) and all EL concepts D1: T |= D0 v D1 iff aD0 ∈ D

IT ,C

1 .

The next lemma, shown in [46] as Lemma 16, is concerned with the implication of existential
restrictions in EL. We will use it in proofs below. It is proved using Lemma 5.7 and the construction
of canonical models.

Lemma 5.8. Suppose T |= C v ∃r.D, where C, D are EL concepts and T is an EL TBox. Then
one of the following holds:

• there is a tlc ∃r.C ′ of C such that T |= C ′ v D;
• there is a concept ∃r.C ′ ∈ sub(T ) such that T |= C v ∃r.C ′ and T |= C ′ v D.

We next construct tree-shaped canonical models. We start with canonical models JT ,A of
an EL TBox T and a (possibly infinite) ABox A. In the construction of JT ,A, we use extended
ABoxes that additionally admit assertions of the form C(a) with C an arbitrary EL concept. We
construct a sequence of extended ABoxes A0,A1, . . . , starting with A0 = A. In what follows, we
use additional individual names of the form a · r1 ·C1 · · · rk ·Ck with a ∈ Ind(A0), r1, . . . , rk role
names that occur in T , and C1, . . . , Ck ∈ sub(T ). We set tail(a · r1 · C1 · · · rk · Ck) = Ck. Each
extended ABox Ai+1 is obtained from Ai by applying the following rules (the interpretation IAi

corresponding to the extended ABox Ai ignores assertions C(a) with C not a concept name):
(R1) if C uD(a) ∈ Ai, then add C(a) and D(a) to Ai;
(R2) if a ∈ CIAi and C v D ∈ T , then add D(a) to Ai;
(R3) if ∃r.C(a) ∈ Ai and there exist b ∈ Ind(Ai) with r(a, b) ∈ Ai and Ai |= (T , ∅, qC)(b),

then add C(b) to Ai; otherwise add r(a, a · r · C) and C(a · r · C) to Ai. (Recall that qC
denotes the directed tree CQ corresponding to the concept C.)

LetAc =
⋃
i≥0Ai. Note thatAc may be infinite even ifA is finite. Also note that rule (R3) carefully

avoids to introduce fresh successors as witnesses for existential restrictions when this is not strictly
necessary. This will be useful when closing predicates which might preclude the introduction of
fresh successors. Let JT ,A be the interpretation that corresponds to Ac. Points 1 and 2 of the
following lemma show that JT ,A is canonical, essentially in the sense of Lemma 5.7, and Points 3
and 4 show that, in addition, it is universal for UCQs: answers given by JT ,A coincide with the
certain answers.

Lemma 5.9. Let T be an EL TBox and A a possibly infinite ABox. Then
(1) JT ,A is a model of T and A;
(2) for all p ∈ ∆JT ,A \ Ind(A) and all EL concepts D: p ∈ DJT ,A iff T |= tail(p) v D;
(3) for every model I of T and A, there is a homomorphism h from JT ,A to I that preserves

Ind(A);
(4) for all UCQs q(~x) and tuples ~a in Ind(A): A |= (T , ∅, q)(~a) iff JT ,A |= q(~a).

We now construct tree-shaped canonical models JT ,C of an EL TBox T and an EL concept C.
A path in C is a finite sequence C0 · r1 · C1 · · · rn · Cn, where C0 = C, n ≥ 0, and ∃ri+1.Ci+1 is
a tlc of Ci, for 0 ≤ i < n. We use paths(C) to denote the set of paths in C. If p ∈ paths(C), then
tail(p) denotes the last element of p. The ABox AC associated with C is defined by setting

AC = {r(p, q) | p, q ∈ paths(C); q = p · r · C ′}
{A(p) | A a tlc of tail(p), p ∈ paths(C)}.
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Then JT ,C := JT ,AC
is the tree-shaped canonical model of T and C. The following is an easy

consequence of Lemma 5.9.

Lemma 5.10. Let T be an EL TBox and C an EL concept. Then
• JT ,C is a model of T ;
• for all p ∈ ∆JT ,C and all EL concepts D: p ∈ DJT ,C iff T |= tail(p) v D.

We next give a lemma that connects an answers a to a dtCQs qC on an ABox A under a
TBox T with the entailment by T of concept inclusions of the form Cma v C where Cma is obtained
by unfolding A at a up to depth m. More precisely, for every m ≥ 0 define

C0
a = (

l

A(a)∈A

A), Cm+1
a = (

l

A(a)∈A

A) u (
l

r(a,b)∈A

∃r.Cmb ).

The following is shown in [46] as Lemma 22.

Lemma 5.11. For all EL TBoxes T , EL concepts C, ABoxes A, and a ∈ Ind(A):

A |= (T , ∅, qC)(a) iff ∃m ≥ 0 : T |= Cma v C

We now establish a variant of the Craig interpolation property that is suitable for addressing
Condition 3(s2) of Definition 5.5. It has been studied before for ALC and several of its extensions
in the context of query rewriting for DBoxes and of Beth definability [36, 57]. Note that it is
different from the interpolation property investigated in [46] for EL, which requires the interpolant
to be a TBox instead of a concept. For brevity, we set sig(T , C) = sig(T )∪ sig(C) for any TBox T
and concept C.

Lemma 5.12 (EL Interpolation). Let T1, T2 be EL TBoxes and let D1, D2 be EL concepts with
T1 ∪ T2 |= D1 v D2 and sig(T1, D1) ∩ sig(T2, D2) = Σ. Then there exists an EL concept F such
that sig(F ) ⊆ Σ, T1 ∪ T2 |= D1 v F , and T1 ∪ T2 |= F v D2.

Proof. Let T1 ∪ T2 |= D1 v D2 with sig(T1, D1) ∩ sig(T2, D2) = Σ. Assume that the required EL
concept F does not exist. Consider the tree-shaped canonical model JT1∪T2,D1 . Denote by AΣ the
ABox corresponding to the Σ-reduct of JT1∪T2,D1 , thus

AΣ =
⋃
A∈Σ

{A(a) | a ∈ AJT1∪T2,D1} ∪
⋃
r∈Σ

{r(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ rJT1∪T2,D1}

We may assume w.l.o.g. that Ind(AΣ) = ∆JT1∪T2,D1 . Recall that the individual names in AΣ are
paths. For the sake of readability, we denote them by ap rather than p. Also recall that qD denotes
the dtCQ corresponding to the EL concept D.

Claim. AΣ 6|= (T1 ∪ T2, ∅, qD2)(aD1).

Proof of claim. Assume for a proof by contradiction that AΣ |= (T1 ∪ T2, ∅, qD2)(aD1). By
Lemma 5.11, there is an EL concept F such that sig(F ) ⊆ Σ, T1 ∪ T2 |= F v D2, and aD1 ∈
FJT1∪T2,D1 . Then, using Lemma 5.10, we obtain T1 ∪T2 |= D1 v F . This contradicts our assump-
tion that no such concept F exists. a

Obviously, JT1∪T2,D1 is a model of T1 ∪ T2 and AΣ. Then, by Lemma 5.9, there is a ho-
momorphism h from JT1∪T2,AΣ

to JT1∪T2,D1 with h(a) = a for all a ∈ Ind(AΣ). Conversely,
h′ = {a 7→ a | a ∈ ∆JT1∪T2,D1} is a homomorphism from the Σ-reduct of JT1∪T2,D1 to JT1∪T2,AΣ

.
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Define the interpretation I as follows:

∆I = ∆JT1∪T2,AΣ

P I = PJT1∪T2,AΣ ∪ PJT1∪T2,D1 , for all P ∈ sig(T1, D1) \ Σ

P I = PJT1∪T2,AΣ , for all P 6∈ sig(T1, D1) \ Σ

Observe that the mapping h defined above is a homomorphism from I to JT1∪T2,D1 with h(a) = a
for all a ∈ Ind(AΣ). Conversely, the mapping h′ defined above is a homomorphism from the
sig(T1, D1)-reduct of JT1∪T2,D1 to I. Now it is readily checked that EL concepts C are preserved
under homomorphisms (if d ∈ CI1 , then h(d) ∈ CI2 if h is a homomorphism from I1 to I2).
Thus, I is a model of T1 since JT1∪T2,D1 is a model of T1 and aD1 ∈ DI1 since aD1 ∈ D

JT1∪T2,D1
1 .

Moreover, by construction, I is a model of T2 and aD1 6∈ DI2 , by the claim proved above. We have
shown that T1 ∪ T2 6|= D1 v D2 and thus derived a contradiction.

We are now in the position to prove Theorem 5.6. We first prove Point (1). The proof re-
quires two separate constructions that both show non-convexity for dtCQs and address Cases 3(s1)
and 3(s2) from Definition 5.5. It then follows from Lemma 5.2 that dtCQ evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC)
is CONP-hard.

We begin by considering Case 3(s1).

Lemma 5.13. Let (T ,ΣC) be an EL TBox with closed predicates such that safeness is violated by
an inclusion C v ∃r.D because Condition 3(s1) from Definition 5.5 holds. Then (T ,ΣC) is not
convex for dtCQs.

Proof. Assume C v ∃r.D satisfies T |= C v ∃r.D, there is no tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T |= C ′ v D,
r 6∈ ΣC, and sig(D) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅. Consider the finite canonical model IT ,C of T and C. Assume
w.l.o.g. that C does not occur in T (if it does, replace C by A u C for a fresh concept name A).
Note that it follows that there is no a ∈ ∆IT ,C with (a, aC) ∈ sIT ,C for any role name s.

Let Ir be the interpretation obtained from IT ,C by removing all pairs (aC , aE) from rIT ,C

such that ∃r.E is not a tlc of C. Let Ar be the ABox corresponding to Ir and let A be the disjoint
union of two copies of Ar. We denote the individual names of the first copy by (a, 1), a ∈ ∆IT ,C ,
and the individual names of the second copy by (a, 2), a ∈ ∆IT ,C . Let A1 and A2 be fresh concept
names and set

A′ = A ∪ {A1(a, 1) | a ∈ ∆IT ,C} ∪ {A2(a, 2) | a ∈ ∆IT ,C}
Some predicate P ∈ ΣC occurs in D. If a concept name E ∈ ΣC occurs in D, then fix one such
E and denote, for i ∈ {1, 2}, by Di the resulting concept after one occurrence of E is replaced
by Ai u E. For example, if D = A u ∃s1.E u ∃s2.E, E ∈ ΣC and A 6∈ ΣC, then either Di =
Au∃s1.(Ai uE)u∃s2.E or Di = Au∃s1.E u∃s2.(Ai uE). Similarly, if no concept name from
ΣC occurs in D, then let s ∈ ΣC be a role name such that a concept of the form ∃s.G occurs in D.
Denote by Di the resulting concept after one occurrence of ∃s.G is replaced by Ai u ∃s.G.

We now use A′ and the dtCQs q∃r.Di
to prove that (T ,ΣC) is not convex for dtCQs. Using the

condition T |= C v ∃r.D and the construction of D1 and D2, it is straightforward to show that
A′ |= (T ,ΣC, q∃r.D1 ∨ q∃r.D2)(aC , 1). We show that A′ 6|= (T ,ΣC, q∃r.Di

)(aC , 1) for i = 1, 2. Let
i = 1 (the case i = 2 is similar and omitted). We construct a model J of T and A′ that respects
ΣC with (aC , 1) 6∈ (∃r.D1)J . J is defined as the interpretation corresponding to the ABox A′
extended by

{r((aC , 1), (eE , 2)), r((aC , 2), (aE , 1)) | (aC , aE) ∈ rIT ,C \ rIr}
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Using the fact that IT ,C is a model of T it is readily checked that J is a model of T and A′ that
respects ΣC. Moreover, (aC , 1) 6∈ (∃r.D1)J . To prove this assume (aC , 1) ∈ (∃r.D1)J . Then one
of the following two conditions holds:

• there exists a tlc ∃r.E of C such that (aE , 1) ∈ DJ1 ;
• there exists aE with (aC , aE) ∈ rIT ,C such that (aE , 2) ∈ DJ1 .

If the first condition holds, then aE ∈ DIT ,C . Then, by Lemma 5.7, T |= E v D for a tlc ∃r.E
of C which contradicts Point (2) of the definition of safeness. The second condition does not hold
since (aE , 2) ∈ GJ iff (aE , 2) ∈ GJ |{(a,2)|a∈∆I} , for every EL concept G, and AJ1 ∩ {(a, 2) | a ∈
∆I} = ∅, but D1 contains A1.

We now consider Case 3(s2) from Definition 5.5.

Lemma 5.14. Let (T ,ΣC) be an EL TBox with closed predicates such that safeness is violated by
an inclusion C v ∃r.D because Condition 3(s2) from Definition 5.5 holds. Then (T ,ΣC) is not
convex for dtCQs.

Proof. Assume C v ∃r.D satisfies T |= C v ∃r.D, there is no tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T |= C ′ v D,
and Condition 3(s2) holds. Let

K = {G | ∃r.G ∈ sub(T ), T |= C v ∃r.G}
Observe that since there is no tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T |= C ′ v D, by Lemma 5.8, there exists G ∈ K
with T |= G v D. We now apply the interpolation lemma. Obtain T i from T by replacing every
predicate P 6∈ ΣC by a fresh predicate Pi of the same arity, i ∈ {1, 2}. Similarly, for any EL
concept F we denote by F i the resulting concept when every predicate P 6∈ ΣC is replaced by
a fresh predicate Pi of the same arity, i ∈ {1, 2}. We show the following using the interpolation
lemma.

Claim 1. For all G ∈ K: T 1 ∪ T 2 6|= G1 v D2.

Proof of claim. The proof is indirect. Assume there exists G ∈ K such that T 1 ∪ T 2 |= G1 v D2.
By Lemma 5.12, there exists an EL concept F with sig(F ) ⊆ ΣC such that T 1 ∪ T 2 |= G1 v F
and T 1 ∪ T 2 |= F v D2. Then T |= G v F and T |= F v D. But then we obtain from
T |= C v ∃r.G that T |= C v ∃r.F which contradicts Condition 3(s2). a

By Claim 1 we can take the finite canonical models JG := IT 1∪T 2,G1 , G ∈ K, and obtain for
aG := aG0 that aG 6∈ (D2)JG . Let AG,ΣC

be the ABox corresponding to the ΣC-reduct of JG. We
may assume that the sets of individual names Ind(AG,ΣC

) are mutually disjoint, for G ∈ K, and
that aG ∈ Ind(AG,ΣC

), for all G ∈ K.

Claim 2. For every G ∈ K, there exist
• a model I1

G of T and AG,ΣC
that respects the closed predicates ΣC such that ∆I

1
G =

Ind(AG,ΣC
), aG ∈ GI

1
G , and aG ∈ HI

1
G only if T |= G v H , for all EL concepts H;

• a model I2
G of T and AG,ΣC

that respects the closed predicates ΣC such that ∆I
2
G =

Ind(AG,ΣC
), aG 6∈ DI

2
G , and aG ∈ HI

2
G only if T |= G v H , for all EL concepts

H .

Proof of claim. The interpretation I1
G is obtained from JG by setting P I

1
G := (P 1)JG for all

predicates P ∈ sig(T , C,D) \ΣC and P I
1
G := ∅ for all predicates P not in sig(T , C,D)∪ΣC. The

properties stated follow from the properties of the finite canonical model IT 1∪T 2,G1 . In particular,
aG ∈ HI

1
G only if T |= G v H follows from Lemma 5.8, Point 2. The interpretation I2

G is obtained
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from JG by setting P I
2
G := (P 2)JG for all predicates P ∈ sig(T , C,D) \ ΣC and P I

2
G := ∅ for

all predicates P not in sig(T , C,D)∪ΣC. The properties stated follow again from the properties of
the finite canonical model IT 1∪T 2,G1 . a

Introduce two copies A1
G,ΣC

and A2
G,ΣC

of AG,ΣC
, for G ∈ K. We denote the individual

names of the first copy by (a, 1), for a ∈ Ind(AG,ΣC
), and the individual names of the second

copy by (a, 2), for a ∈ Ind(AG,ΣC
). Let Ar be the ABox defined in the beginning of the proof of

Lemma 5.13. Define the ABox A by taking two fresh concept names A1 and A2 and adding to

Ar ∪
⋃
G∈K
A1
G,ΣC

∪ A2
G,ΣC

the assertions
• r(aC , (aG, 1)), r(aC , (aG, 2)), for every G ∈ K;
• A1(aG, 1), for every G ∈ K;
• A1(aE), for every tlc ∃r.E of C;
• A2(aG, 2), for every G ∈ K.

We use A and the dtCQs q∃r.(AiuD) to show that (T ,ΣC) is not convex for dtCQs. The proof that
A |= (T ,ΣC, q∃r.(A1uD) ∨ q∃r.(A2uD))(aC) is straightforward using the condition that T |= C v
∃r.D and the construction of A (r ∈ ΣC and all r-successors of aC in A are either in A1 or in
A2). It remains to show A 6|= (T ,ΣC, q∃r.(AiuD))(aC), for i = 1, 2. For i = 2, construct a witness
interpretation J showing this by expanding all A2

G,ΣC
, G ∈ K, to (isomorphic copies of) I2

G, all
A1
G,ΣC

, G ∈ K, to (isomorphic copies of) I1
G, and Ar to Ir. Using the properties of I1

G and I2
G

established in the claim above, it is readily checked that J is a model of T and A that respects ΣC.
Moreover, aC 6∈ (∃r.(A2 uD))J since (aG, 2) 6∈ DJ for any G ∈ K (by Claim 2).

For i = 1, construct a witness interpretation J showing this by expanding all A2
G,ΣC

, G ∈ K,
to (isomorphic copies of) I1

G, allA1
G,ΣC

, G ∈ K, to (isomorphic copies of) I2
G, andAr to Ir. Using

again the properties of I1
G and I2

G established above, it can be checked that J is a model of T
and A that respects ΣC. aC 6∈ (∃r.(A1 u D))J since aE 6∈ DJ for any tlc ∃r.E of C and since
(aG, 1) 6∈ DJ for any G ∈ K (by Claim 2). This finishes the proof.

This finishes the proof of Point (1) of Theorem 5.6. We now prove Part (a) of Point (2). The
proof strategy is exactly the same as in the proof for DL-LiteR.

Lemma 5.15. Let (T ,ΣC) be a safe EL TBox with closed predicates. Then for every UCQ q, we
have

A |= (T ,ΣC, q)(~a) iff A |= (T , ∅, q)(~a)

for all ABoxes A that are consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) and all ~a ∈ Ind(A).

Proof. Let (T ,ΣC) be safe and assume that A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). We consider the tree-
shaped canonical model JT ,A introduced above. It suffices to show that JT ,A respects ΣC. To this
end it suffices to prove for all A, r ∈ ΣC:

(1) for all a ∈ Ind(A), if a ∈ AJT ,A , then A(a) ∈ A;
(2) for all a, b ∈ Ind(A), if r(a, b) ∈ rJT ,A , then r(a, b) ∈ A;
(3) for all a ∈ Ind(A) and C ∈ sub(T ), a · r · C 6∈ ∆JT ,A ;
(4) for all d ∈ ∆JT ,A\Ind(A), there is no EL conceptD with d ∈ DJT ,A and sig(D)∩ΣC 6= ∅.

For Item (1), assume a ∈ AJT ,A . By Lemma 5.9, A |= (T , ∅, A(x))(a), and so we obtain A |=
(T ,ΣC, A(x))(a). By consistency of A w.r.t. (T ,ΣC), we then have A(a) ∈ A. Item (2) follows
directly from the construction of JT ,A. For Item (3), assume for a proof by contradiction that
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there are a ∈ Ind(A), r ∈ ΣC, and a concept C such that a · r · C ∈ ∆JT ,A . By Lemma 5.9,
we have A |= (T , ∅, q∃r.C)(a). By Lemma 5.11, this implies that there is some m ≥ 0 with
T |= Cma v ∃r.C, where Cma is the unfolding of A at a of depth m. We show that this contradicts
the assumption that (T ,ΣC) is safe. There does not exist a tlc ∃r.C ′ of Cma with T |= C ′ v C
because otherwise there is some b ∈ Ind(A) with r(a, b) ∈ A and A |= (T , ∅, qC)(b) and thus,
a · r · C would have never been introduced by Rule (R3) in the construction of JT ,A. Moreover,
there is no EL concepts E with sig(E) ⊆ ΣC and T |= Cma v ∃r.E and T |= E v C because
otherwise there is a b ∈ Ind(A) with r(a, b) ∈ A and IA |= E(b) since A is consistent w.r.t.
(T ,ΣC). But then A |= (T , ∅, qC)(b) by the fact that JT ,A is a model of T and A. Again, in this
case, a · r · C would have never been introduced by Rule (R3) in the construction of JT ,A. Hence
Cma v ∃r.C witnesses that (T ,ΣC) is not safe.

For Item (4), assume for a proof by contradiction that there is a d ∈ ∆JT ,A \ Ind(A) and an
EL concept D such that d ∈ DJT ,A and sig(D)∩ΣC 6= ∅. By definition, d = a · r0 ·C0 · · · rn ·Cn
for some a ∈ Ind(A). Let G = C0 u ∃r1.∃r2 . . . ∃rn.D. Obviously, sig(G) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅ and
a ·r0 ·C0 ∈ GJT ,A . By the latter and Lemma 5.9, we haveA |= (T , ∅, q∃r0.G)(a). By Lemma 5.11,
this implies that there is somem ≥ 0 with T |= Cma v ∃r0.G. We show that it follows that (T ,ΣC)
is not safe. We have sig(G) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅ and, by Item (3), r0 6∈ ΣC. To show that (T ,ΣC) is not safe
it remains to show that there is no tlc ∃r0.C

′ of Cma with T |= C ′ v G. This is indeed the case
because otherwise there is some b ∈ Ind(A) with r0(a, b) ∈ A and A |= (T , ∅, qC0)(b) and thus,
a · r0 · C0 would have never been introduced by Rule (R3) in the construction of JT ,A.

This finishes the proof of Part (a) of Point (2) of Theorem 5.6. Before we prove Part (b) of
Point (2) we show the following observation of independent interest.

Lemma 5.16. Let (T ,ΣC) be a safe EL TBox with closed predicates. Then there exists an EL TBox
T ′ equivalent to T such that for any C v D ∈ T ′, sig(D) ⊆ ΣC or sig(D) ∩ ΣC = ∅.

Proof. We apply the following three rules exhaustively (and recursively) to T :
• replace any C v D1 uD2 by C v D1 and C v D2;
• replace anyC v ∃r.D such that there exists a tlc ∃r.C ′ ofC with T |= C ′ v D byC ′ v D;
• replace any C v ∃r.D with r ∈ ΣC and sig(D) 6⊆ ΣC by C v ∃r.F and F v D, where F

is an EL concepts with sig(F ) ⊆ ΣC such that T |= C v ∃r.F and T |= F v D. (Note
that such a concept F always exists by Condition 3(s2).)

It is straightforward to show that the resulting TBox T ′ is as required.

Recall that UCQ evaluation for EL TBoxes without closed predicates is in PTIME. Thus, the
following lemma and Part (a) directly imply Part (b) of Theorem 5.6.
Lemma 5.17. Let (T ,ΣC) be a safe EL TBox with closed predicates. Then consistency of ABoxes
w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is in PTIME.

Proof. We may assume that T is in the form of the claim above: for all C v D ∈ T , sig(D) ⊆ ΣC

or sig(D) ∩ ΣC = ∅. We show that the following conditions are equivalent, for every ABox A:
(1) A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC);
(2) for all C v F ∈ T with sig(F ) ⊆ ΣC and all a ∈ Ind(A), if A |= (T , ∅, qF )(a), then
IA |= F (a).

The implication from Condition (1) to Condition (2) is obvious. Conversely, assume that Con-
dition (2) holds. It suffices to show that the tree-shaped canonical model JT ,A respects closed
predicates ΣC. One can readily check that the proofs of Points (2) and (4) of Lemma 5.15 do not
use the condition thatA is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Thus, it suffices to prove that Points (1) and (3)
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of Lemma 5.15 hold for JT ,A. But they follow directly from Condition (2) and the construction of
JT ,A. The result now follows from the fact that Condition (2) can be checked in polynomial time
in the size of A.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.6.

6. QUANTIFIED QUERY CASE: DECIDING TRACTABILITY OF PTIME QUERY EVALUATION

We consider the meta problem to decide whether query evaluation w.r.t. a TBox with closed predi-
cates is tractable. We show that the following problems are in PTIME:

(1) decide whether UCQ evaluation w.r.t. DL-LiteR TBoxes with closed predicates is FO-
rewritable (equivalently, in PTIME); and

(2) decide whether UCQ evaluation w.r.t. EL TBoxes with closed predicates is in PTIME.
In both cases, we use the characterization via safeness given in the previous section and show
that safeness can be decided in PTIME. For DL-LiteR, the proof is actually straightforward: to
check safeness of a DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates (T ,ΣC) it suffices to consider all basic
concepts B1, B2 and roles r from sig(T ) (of which there are only polynomially many) and make
satisfiability checks for basic concepts w.r.t. DL-LiteR TBoxes and entailment checks of DL-Litecore
CIs and RIs by DL-LiteR TBoxes according to the definition of safeness. Both can be done in
polynomial time [20].

Theorem 6.1. It is in PTIME to decide whether a DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates is safe.

Such a straightforward argument does not work for EL TBoxes since Definition 5.5 quantifies
over all EL concepts C, D, and E, of which there are infinitely many. In the following, we show
that, nevertheless, safeness of an EL TBox with closed predicates (T ,ΣC) can be decided in PTIME.
The first step of the proof is to convert T into a reduced EL TBox T ∗ with the following properties:
(red1) T ∗ contains no CI of the form C v D1 uD2;
(red2) if C v ∃r.D ∈ T ∗, then there is no tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T ∗ |= C ′ v D.

Lemma 6.2. For every EL TBox, one can compute in polynomial time an equivalent reduced EL
TBox.

Proof. Assume that T is an EL TBox. Compute T ∗ by applying the following two rules exhaus-
tively to T :

• replace any CI C v D1 uD2 with the CIs C v D1 and C v D2;
• replace any CI C v ∃r.D for which there exists a tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T |= C ′ v D by
C ′ v D.

It is straightforward to prove that T ∗ is reduced, equivalent to T , and is constructed in polynomial
time (using the fact that checking T |= C v D is in PTIME [7]).

We now formulate a stronger version of safeness. While Definition 5.5 quantifies over all CIs
C v ∃r.D that are entailed by the TBox T , the stronger version only considers CIs of this form that
are contained in T . For deciding tractability based on safeness, this is clearly a drastic improvement
since only the concept E from Definition 5.5 remains universally quantified.

Definition 6.3. An EL TBox with closed predicates (T ,ΣC) is strongly safe if there exists no EL
CI C v ∃r.D ∈ T such that one of the following holds:

(st1) r 6∈ ΣC and there is some EL concept E such that T |= D v E and sig(E) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅;
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(st2) r ∈ ΣC, sig(D) 6⊆ ΣC, and there is no EL concept E with sig(E) ⊆ ΣC such that T |=
C v ∃r.E and T |= E v D.

4

The crucial observation is that, for EL TBoxes in reduced form, the original notion of safeness can
be replaced by strong safeness.

Lemma 6.4. If T is a reduced EL TBox and ΣC a signature, then (T ,ΣC) is safe iff it is strongly
safe.

Proof. Suppose that T satisfies Conditions (red1) and (red2) for reduced EL TBoxes.
(⇒) Suppose that (T ,ΣC) is not strongly safe, that is, there is some C v ∃r.D ∈ T satisfying
(st1) or (st2). If C v ∃r.D satisfies Condition (st1), then r 6∈ ΣC and there is some concept E
such that T |= D v E and sig(E) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅. We show that (T ,ΣC) is not safe because the CI
C v ∃r.(D u E) violates safeness:

(1) T |= C v ∃r.(D u E) since C v ∃r.D ∈ T and T |= D v E.
(2) there is no tlc ∃r.C ′ of C with T |= C ′ v D u E; this follows from Condition (red2).
(3) Condition 3(s1) is satisfied because r /∈ ΣC and sig(DuE)∩ΣC 6= ∅ since sig(E)∩ΣC 6= ∅.

If C v ∃r.D satisfies Condition (st2), then it follows directly that (T ,ΣC) is not safe because
C v ∃r.D satisfies Condition 3(s2).

(⇐) Suppose that (T ,ΣC) is not safe. Take any EL CI C v ∃r.D violating safeness. In the
following, we use the tree-shaped canonical model JT ,C defined above. For the sake of readability
denote the individual name p of JT ,C by ap (in particular, aC denotes C). Note that Lemma 5.10
yields aC ∈ (∃r.D)JT ,C since T |= C v ∃r.D. Thus there is some d ∈ ∆JT ,C such that (aC , d) ∈
rJT ,C and d ∈ DJT ,C . By definition of JT ,C , d = aC·r·E for some EL concept E. By Lemma 5.10
and d ∈ DJT ,C , we have T |= E v D.

Let AC = A0,A1, . . . be the ABoxes used in the construction of JT ,C . By definition of
AC and Condition (red2), we have C · r · E 6∈ paths(C), that is, d = aC·r·E must have been
generated by (R3). Consequently, there is an i ∈ N such that ∃r.E(aC) ∈ Ai, and Ai+1 =
Ai ∪ {r(aC , aC·r·E), E(aC·r·E)}. Using Condition (red1) one can now easily prove that ∃r.E(aC)
can only have been added due to an application of (R2).

Thus, there is some C ′ v ∃r.E ∈ T with IAj |= C ′(aC). We obtain aC ∈ (C ′)JT ,C and this
implies, by Lemma 5.10, that T |= C v C ′. As (T ,ΣC) is not safe due to the CI C v ∃r.D, we
obtain one of the following cases:

• C v ∃r.D satisfies Condition 3(s1). Then r 6∈ ΣC and sig(D) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅. Since T |= E v
D, we thus have that C ′ v ∃r.E ∈ T satisfies Condition (st1). We have shown that T is
not strongly safe.
• C v ∃r.D satisfies Condition 3(s2). Then r ∈ ΣC, sig(D) 6⊆ ΣC, and there is no EL

concept F with sig(F ) ⊆ ΣC and T |= C v ∃r.F and T |= F v D. We aim at
showing that C ′ v ∃r.E ∈ T satisfies Condition (st2). We already know that r ∈ ΣC.
From T |= C v C ′ v ∃r.E and T |= E v D, we obtain sig(E) 6⊆ ΣC (otherwise set
F := E above to derive a contradiction). We also obtain that there is no EL concept F with
sig(F ) ⊆ ΣC and with T |= C ′ v ∃r.F and T |= F v E. Again it follows that T is not
strongly safe.
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Lemma 6.5. It is in PTIME to decide whether a reduced EL TBox with closed predicates is strongly
safe.

Proof. Assume (T ,ΣC) is a reduced EL TBox with closed predicates. Assume C v ∃r.D ∈ T is
given. It suffices to show that Conditions (st1) and (st2) can be checked in polynomial time. For
Condition (st1), it suffices to show that one can check in polynomial time whether there exists an
EL concept E with T |= D v E and sig(E) ∩ ΣC 6= ∅. We reduce this to a reachability problem
in the directed graph induced by the finite canonical model IT ,D. In detail, let G = (V,R) be the
directed graph with V = ∆IT ,D and R =

⋃
r∈NR

rIT ,D . Let T =
⋃
A∈ΣC

AIT ,D ∪
⋃
r∈ΣC

(∃r)IT ,D .
Using Lemma 5.7, it is readily checked that there exists an EL concept E with T |= D v E and
sig(E)∩ΣC 6= ∅ iff there exists a path from aD to a node in T in G. The latter reachability problem
can be checked in polynomial time.

For Condition (st2), assume r ∈ ΣC and let A denote the ABox corresponding to the Σ-reduct
of IT ,C . We show that the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) there exists an EL concept E such that sig(E) ⊆ ΣC, T |= C v ∃r.E and T |= E v D;
(2) there exists a ∈ Ind(A) such that (aC , a) ∈ rIT ,C and A |= (T , ∅, qD)(a).

For the proof of the implication from (1) to (2) take an EL concept E satisfying (1). Then aC ∈
(∃r.E)IT ,C , by Lemma 5.7. Then there exists a ∈ Ind(A) such that (aC , a) ∈ rIT ,C and a ∈ EIT ,C .
Hence a ∈ EIA as sig(E) ⊆ ΣC. There is an unfolding Cma of A at a of depth m such that
∅ |= Cma v E. From T |= E v D we obtain T |= Cma v D. But then, by Lemma 5.11,
A |= (T , ∅, qD)(a), as required.

Conversely, let a ∈ Ind(A) such that (aC , a) ∈ rIT ,C andA |= (T , ∅, qD)(a). By Lemma 5.11,
there exists an unfolding Cma ofA at a such that T |= Cma v D. It is readily checked that E = Cmd
is as required for Condition (1).

Condition (2) can be checked in PTIME since query evaluaton for OMQCs in (EL, ∅, dtCQ) is
in PTIME (in combined complexity).

Theorem 6.6. It is in PTIME to decide whether an EL TBox with closed predicates is safe.

Proof. Assume (T ,ΣC) is given. By Lemma 6.2, we can construct, in polynomial time, a reduced
EL TBox T ′ equivalent to T . By Lemma 6.5, we can check in PTIME whether (T ′,ΣC) is strongly
safe. By Lemma 6.4, strong safeness is equivalent to safeness for (T ′,ΣC).

7. CLOSING CONCEPT NAMES IN THE FIXED QUERY CASE AND SURJECTIVE CSPS

We now switch from the quantified query case to the fixed query case. In this section, we con-
sider OMQC languages that only admit closing concept names while the case of closing role names
is deferred to the subsequent section. Regarding the former, our main aim is to establish a close
connection between UCQ evaluation for such OMQC languages and generalized surjective con-
straint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Let BUtCQ denote the class of Boolean queries that can be
obtained from a union of tCQs by existentially quantifying the answer variable and let BAQ denote
the class of Boolean atomic queries which take the form ∃xA(x), A a concept name. We consider
OMQC languages between (DL-Litecore,NC,BUtCQ) and (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ) as well as be-
tween (EL,NC,BUtCQ) and (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ) and show that for all these, a PTIME/CONP
dichotomy is equivalent to a PTIME/NP dichotomy for generalized surjective CSPs, a problem that
is wide open. In fact, understanding the complexity of surjective CSPs, generalized or not, is a
very difficult, ongoing research effort. As pointed out in the introduction, there are even concrete
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surjective CSPs with very few elements whose complexity is unknown and, via the connection es-
tablished in this section, these problems can be used to derive concrete OMQCs from the mentioned
languages whose computational properties are currently not understood.

We next introduce CSPs and then give a more detailed overview of the results obtained in this
section. An interpretation I is a Σ-interpretation if it only interprets predicates in Σ, that is, all other
predicates are interpreted as empty. For every finite Σ-interpretation I we denote by CSP(I) the
following constraint satisfaction problem (in signature Σ): given a finite Σ-interpretation J , decide
whether there is a homomorphism h from J to I. The surjective constraint satisfaction problem,
CSP(I)sur, is the variant of CSP(I) where we require h to be surjective. I is then called the
template of CSP(I)sur. In this article we only consider CSPs with predicates of arity at most two. A
generalized surjective CSP in signature Σ is characterized by a finite set Γ of finite Σ-interpretations
instead of a single such interpretation, denoted CSP(Γ)sur. The problem is to decide, given a Σ-
interpretation J , whether there is a surjective homomorphism from J to some interpretation in Γ.
The interpretations I in Γ are called the templates of CSP(Γ)sur.

We first show that for every CSP(Γ)sur, there is an OMQC Q from (DL-Litecore,NC,BUtCQ)
such that the evaluation problem for Q has the same complexity as the complement of CSP(Γ)sur,
up to polynomial time reductions; we then observe that the same holds for (EL,NC,BAQ). To
achieve a cleaner presentation, we first present the construction for non-generalized surjective CSPs
and then sketch the modifications required to lift it it to generalized surjective CSPs. Consider
CSP(I)sur in signature Σ. Let A, V , and Vd, d ∈ ∆I , be concept names not in Σ, and val, auxd,
and forced, d ∈ ∆I , be role names not in Σ. Define the OMQC QI = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) from
(DL-Litecore,NC,BUtCQ) as follows:

T = {A v ∃val, ∃val− v V }∪
{A v ∃auxd, ∃aux−d v V u Vd | d ∈ ∆I}∪
{A v ∃forced, ∃force−d v A | d ∈ ∆I}

ΣC = {A, V } ∪ {Vd | d ∈ ∆I}
ΣA = Σ ∪ ΣC

q = q1 ∨ q2 ∨ q3 ∨ q4

where
q1 =

∨
d,d′∈∆I |d 6=d′

∃x∃y1∃y2A(x) ∧ val(x, y1) ∧
val(x, y2) ∧ Vd(y1) ∧ Vd′(y2)

q2 =
∨

d∈∆I ,E∈Σ|d6∈EI
∃x∃y A(x) ∧ E(x) ∧

val(x, y) ∧ Vd(y)

q3 =
∨

d,d′∈∆I ,r∈Σ|(d,d′)/∈rI
∃x∃y∃x1∃y1A(x) ∧A(y) ∧ r(x, y) ∧

val(x, x1) ∧ val(y, y1) ∧
Vd(x1) ∧ Vd′(y1)

q4 =
∨

d,d′∈∆I |d 6=d′
∃x∃y∃z A(x) ∧ forced(z, x) ∧

val(x, y) ∧ Vd′(y).

The following lemma links CSP(I)sur to the constructed OMQC QI .

Lemma 7.1. The complement of CSP(I)sur and the evaluation problem for QI are polynomially
reducible to each other.
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Proof. Assume that CSP(I)sur is given. For the polynomial reduction of CSP(I)sur to the evalua-
tion problem for QI , let J be a Σ-interpretation that is an input of CSP(I)sur. LetAJ be the ABox
corresponding to J . Introduce, for every d ∈ ∆I , a fresh individual name ad and let the ABox A
be defined as

AJ ∪ {A(ad) | d ∈ ∆J } ∪ {V (ad), Vd(ad) | d ∈ ∆I}.
Obviously, A can be constructed in polynomial time. We claim that J ∈ CSP(I)sur iff A 6|= QI .

(⇒) Suppose that there is a surjective homomorphism h from J to I. Define the interpretation
I ′ as follows:

∆I
′

= Ind(A)

AI
′

= Ind(AJ )

V I
′

= ∆I

V I
′

d = {ad}, for all d ∈ ∆I

valI
′

= {(a, ah(a)) | a ∈ Ind(AJ )}

auxI
′
d = {(a, ad) | a ∈ Ind(AJ )}, for all d ∈ ∆I

forceI
′
d = {(a, a′) ∈ Ind(AJ )× Ind(AJ ) | h(a′) = d}, for all d ∈ ∆I

P I
′

= PJ , for all predicates P 6∈ ({A, V, val} ∪ {Vd, auxd, forced | d ∈ ∆I})
One can now verify that I ′ is a model of T and A that respects closed predicates ΣC, and that
I ′ 6|= q. Thus, A 6|= QI , as required.

(⇐) Suppose A 6|= QI . Then there is a model I ′ of T and A that respects closed predicates
ΣC and such that I ′ 6|= q. Define h = {(d, ae) ∈ valI

′ | d ∈ ∆J }. We show that h is a surjective
homomorphism from J to I.

We first show that the relation h is a function. Assume that this is not the case, that is, there are
d ∈ ∆J and e1, e2 ∈ ∆I such that e1 6= e2 and (d, aei) ∈ valI

′
for i ∈ {1, 2}. Note that aei ∈ V I

′
ei .

Thus we get I ′ |= q1, which is a contradiction against our choice of I ′.
To show that h is total, take some d ∈ ∆J . Then d ∈ AI′ and thus the first line of T yields

an f ∈ V J with (d, f) ∈ valI
′
. Since V is closed, we must have f = ae for some e, and thus

h(ae) = f .
We show that h is a homomorphism. We show, using q3, that h preserves role names. Using

q2, one can show in the same way that h preserves concept names. Assume for a contradiction that
there is (d, e) ∈ rJ with (h(d), h(e)) 6∈ rI . The latter implies that the following is a disjunct of q3:

∃x∃y∃x1∃y1A(x) ∧A(y) ∧ r(x, y) ∧ val(x, x1) ∧
val(y, y1) ∧ Vh(d)(x1) ∧ Vh(e)(y1).

Note that d, e ∈ AI′ , (d, ah(a)), (e, ah(e)) ∈ valI
′
, ah(d) ∈ V I

′

h(d), and ah(e) ∈ V I
′

h(e). Thus I ′ |= q3,
which contradicts our choice of I ′.

It remains to show that h is surjective. Fix a d ∈ ∆I . We have to show that there is an e ∈ ∆J

with h(e) = d. Take some f ∈ ∆J . Then by the third line of T and since A is closed, there is
some e ∈ ∆J such that (f, e) ∈ forceI

′
d . We show that e is as required. Assume to the contrary that

h(e) 6= d. Then the following is a disjunct of q4:

A(x) ∧ forced(z, x) ∧ val(x, y) ∧ Vh(e)(y).
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Note that f ∈ AI
′
, (e, ah(e)) ∈ valI

′
, and ah(e) ∈ V I

′

h(e). Thus, I ′ |= q4 which contradicts our
choice of I ′. This finishes the proof of the reduction from CSP(I)sur to evaluating QI .

We now give the polynomial reduction of the evaluation problem forQI to CSP(I)sur. Assume
a ΣA-ABox A is given. To decide whether A |= QI , we start with the following:

(1) If A does not contain any assertion of the form A(a), then A 6|= QI . In fact, let IA be
A viewed as an interpretation. Then IA is a model of A that respects closed predicates
ΣC. Since A does not contain any assertion of the form A(a), IA is also a model of T and
satisfies IA 6|= q (note that each disjunct of q demands the existence of an instance of A).
Thus answer ‘A 6|= QI’.

(2) Otherwise, ifA does not contain for each d ∈ ∆I an individual name a with V (a), Vd(a) ∈
A, then A is not consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Thus answer ‘A |= QI’.

(3) Otherwise, if A contains an individual name a with V (a) ∈ A and Vd(a) 6∈ A for each
d ∈ ∆I , then A 6|= QI . In fact, we can build a model of A and T that makes q false in the
following way: Line 1 of T can be satisfied by linking every element to a via val; Line 2
can be satisfied since Case (2) above does not apply; Line 3 can trivially be satisfied. All
remaining choices can be taken in an arbitrary way.

If none of the above applies, let A|A be the restriction of A to {a ∈ Ind(A) | A(a) ∈ A}. Since
Case (1) above does not apply, A|A is non-empty. Let JA be the Σ-reduct of the interpretation
corresponding to A|A. We show that JA ∈ CSP(I)sur iff A 6|= QI .

(⇐). Assume thatA 6|= QI . Then there is a modelJ of T andA that respects closed predicates
ΣC and such that J 6|= q. By the first line of T , since V is closed, Case (3) does not apply, and
by q1, for each a ∈ Ind(A|A) there is exactly one d ∈ ∆I such that a ∈ (∃val.Vd)

J . Define a
homomorphism h : JA → I by mapping each a in A|A to the value d ∈ ∆I thus determined. By
q2 and q3, h is indeed a homomorphism. By the third line of T and q4 and since A is closed, h must
be surjective.

(⇒). Assume that JA ∈ CSP(I)sur, and let h be a surjective homomorphism from JA to I.
Build an interpretation J as follows. Start by setting J = IA. Since Case (2) above does not apply,
for each d ∈ ∆I we can select an individual name ad ofA such that V (ad) and Vd(ad) are inA. For
each individual name a in A|A, extend J by adding (a, ah(a)) to valJ and (a, ad) to auxJd for each
d ∈ ∆I . Since h is surjective, for each d ∈ ∆I there must be an individual name a′d of A|A with
h(a′d) = d. Further extend J by adding (a, a′d) to forceJd for all a ∈ Ind(A|A) and all d ∈ ∆I . It is
readily checked that J is a model of T and A that respects closed predicates ΣC, and that J 6|= q.
Thus, A 6|= QI , as required.

Note that the same reduction works when DL-Litecore is replaced with EL. One simply has to
replace the TBox T by the EL TBox

T ′ = {A v ∃val.V }∪
{A v ∃auxd.(V u Vd) | d ∈ ∆I}∪
{A v ∃forced.A | d ∈ ∆I}

and observe that all CQs in q have the form ∃xq′(x) with q′(x) a dtCQ which enables the following
modification: introduce a fresh concept name B, then for each CQ ∃xq′(x) in q, take the EL
concepts Cq′ that corresponds to q′(x) and extend T ′ with Cq′ v B, and finally replace q with
the BAQ ∃xB(x).
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We now describe how to extend the reduction from surjective CSPs to generalized surjective
CSPs. Let CSP(Γ)sur be such a CSP. Let Γ = {I1, . . . , In}. The main idea is to use n copies of each
non-Σ symbol in the above reduction, one for each template in Γ. Let the i-th copy of A be Ai, of
val be vali, and so on. This gives us n copies of the TBox T and the UCQ q in the above reduction,
which we call T1, . . . , Tn and q1, . . . , qn. Note that the Ti do not share any symbols and that the qi
share only the symbols from Σ. We define QΓ = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) where T = T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn, q is
the BUtCQ obtained from q1 ∧ · · · ∧ qn by pulling disjunction outside, and ΣA and ΣC are defined
as expected. It is then possible to prove an analogue of Lemma 7.1, we only sketch the required
modifications. In the reduction of CSP(Γ)sur to the evaluation problem for QΓ, one builds on ABox
A for each I ∈ Γ, each as in the corresponding of the proof of Lemma 7.1, and then takes their
union. In the reduction of the evaluation problem for QΓ to CSP(Γ)sur, one first checks whether
for some i, the given ΣA-ABox A contains an assertion Ai(a), but no assertion Vi(a) and answers
‘A |= QΓ’ if this is the case (this corresponds to Point (2) in the original proof). One then checks
whether for some i there is no assertion of the form Ai(a) and answers ‘A 6|= QΓ’ if this is the case
(corresponding to Point (1) in the original proof). Point (3) and the remainder of the reduction need
no major adaptations.

In summary, we have obtained the following result.

Theorem 7.2. For every CSP(Γ)sur, there is an OMQC QΓ in (DL-Litecore,NC,BUtCQ) such that
the complement of CSP(Γ)sur has the same complexity as the evaluation problem for QΓ, up to
polynomial time reductions. The same holds for (EL,NC,BAQ).

We note that, as can easily be verified by checking the constructions in the proof of Lemma 7.1,
the complement of CSP(Γ)sur and the evaluation problem forQΓ actually have the same complexity
up to FO reductions [35]. This links the complexity of the two problems even closer. For example,
if one is complete for LOGSPACE or in AC0, then so is the other.

We now establish a rather general converse of Theorem 7.2 by showing that for every OMQC
Q from (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ), there is a generalized surjective CSP that has the same complexity
as the complement of the evaluation problem for Q, up to polynomial time reductions.

Let Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) be an OMQC from (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ). We can assume w.l.o.g.
that q is a BAQ, essentially because every tCQ can be rewritten into an ALCI concept; see the
remark on EL and BAQs made after the proof of Lemma 7.1. Thus, let q = ∃xA0(x) with A0 a
concept name in T . We use the notation for types introduced in Section 5. A subset T of the set
TP(T ) of T -types is realizable in a countermodel of Q if there is a ΣA-ABox A and model I of
T and A that respects closed predicates ΣC such that I 6|= q and T = {tpI(a) | a ∈ Ind(A)}.
The desired surjective generalized CSP is defined by taking one template for each T ⊆ TP(T ) that
is realizable in a countermodel of Q. The signature Σ of the CSP comprises the predicates in ΣA

and one concept name A for each concept name in ΣC. We assume w.l.o.g. that there is at least one
concept name in ΣC and at least one concept name Aopen ∈ ΣA \ ΣC.

Pick for every A ∈ ΣC an element dA. Then for each T ⊆ TP(T ) realizable in a countermodel
of Q we define the template IT as follows:

∆IT = T ] {dA | A ∈ ΣC}
AIT = {t ∈ T | A ∈ t} ∪ {dB | B ∈ ΣC \ {A}}

A
IT = {t ∈ T | A /∈ t} ∪ {dB | B ∈ ΣC \ {A}}
rIT = {(t, t′) ∈ T × T | t r t

′}∪
{(d, d′) ∈ ∆IT ×∆IT | {d, d′} \ T 6= ∅}.
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Note that, in IT restricted to domain T , A is interpreted as the complement of A. At each element
dA, all concept names except A and A are true, and these elements are connected to all elements
with all roles. Intuitively, we need the concept names A to ensure that when an assertion A(a) is
missing in an ABox A with A closed, then a can only be mapped to a template element that does
not make A true; this is done by extending A with A(a) and exploiting that A is essentially the
complement of A in each IT . The elements dA are then needed to deal with inputs to the CSP
where some point satisfies neither A nor A. Let ΓQ be the set of all interpretations IT obtained in
the described way.

Lemma 7.3. Let Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) be an OMQC from (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ). Then the evalu-
ation problem for Q reduces in polynomial time to the complement of CSP(ΓQ)sur.

Proof. Let A be a ΣA-ABox that is an input for Q and let A′ be its extension with
(1) all assertions A(a) such that A ∈ ΣC, a ∈ Ind(A), and A(a) /∈ A;
(2) assertions Aopen(aB), where aB is a fresh individual name for each B ∈ ΣC.

We claim that A 6|= Q iff there is an interpretation IT ∈ ΓQ such that there exists a surjective
homomorphism from IA′ to IT . The assertions of type (2) are needed to obtain a homomorphism
that is surjective in the ‘⇒’ direction, despite the presence of the elements dB in the templates
in ΓQ.
(⇐). Let IT ∈ ΓQ and let h be a surjective homomorphism from IA′ to IT . Note that each element
a of Ind(A) is mapped by h to some element t ∈ T of IT because A(a) ∈ A′ or A(a) ∈ A′ for
every A ∈ ΣC (which is non-empty). Since IT ∈ ΓQ, there are a ΣA-ABox B and a model I of T
and B that respects closed predicates ΣC such that I 6|= q and T = {tpI(a) | a ∈ Ind(B)}. For each
a ∈ Ind(A), set ta = h(a) ∈ T and for each d ∈ ∆I , set td = tpI(d). Construct an interpretation
J as follows:

∆J = Ind(A) ∪ (∆I \ Ind(B))

AJ = {d ∈ ∆J | A ∈ td}
rJ = {(d, e) ∈ ∆J ×∆J | td  r te}.

First note that J is clearly a model of A that respects closed predicates ΣC. Specifically, if A(a) ∈
A, then h(a) ∈ AIT , thus A ∈ h(a) = ta by construction of IT which yields a ∈ AJ by
construction of J ; if r(a, b) ∈ A, then (h(a), h(b)) ∈ rIT , thus ta  r tb implying (a, b) ∈ rJ ;
finally if A ∈ ΣC and d ∈ AJ , then we must have d = a for some a ∈ Ind(A) by definition of J
and since d /∈ AI for all d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(B). Thus, A ∈ ta = h(a) by construction of J . This implies
A(a) ∈ A since otherwise A(a) ∈ A′, which would imply A ∈ h(a), in contradiction to A ∈ h(a).

It thus remains to show that J is a model of T and J 6|= q. By definition, J satisfies all RIs
in T . Satisfaction of the CIs in T and J 6|= q follow from the subsequent claim together with the
condition that no type in T contains A0 and each type in IT is satisfied in a model of T .

Claim. For all d ∈ ∆J and C ∈ cl(T ), we have d ∈ CJ iff C ∈ td.

Proof of claim. The proof is by induction on the structure of C, with the induction start and the
cases C = ¬D and C = D1 uD2 being trivial. Thus let C = ∃r.D and first assume d ∈ CJ . Then
there is an e ∈ DJ with (d, e) ∈ rJ . Thus td  r te by definition of J , and IH yields D ∈ te.
By definition of ‘ r’, we must thus have C ∈ td as required. Now let C ∈ td. We distinguish two
cases:

• d = a ∈ Ind(A).
Let a′ ∈ Ind(B) be such that h(a) = tpI(a

′). Since ta = h(a), we must have a′ ∈ CI
and thus there is some e ∈ DI with (a′, e) ∈ rI , which yields tpI(a

′)  r tpI(e) and
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D ∈ tpI(e). If e = b′ ∈ Ind(B), then since h is surjective there is some b ∈ Ind(A)
with h(b) = tpI(b

′). We have ta = tpI(a
′) and tb = tpI(b

′), thus ta  r tb which yields
(a, b) ∈ rJ by definition of J . We also have D ∈ tb, which by IH yields b ∈ DJ .
• d /∈ Ind(A).

Then d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(B). Since C ∈ td, we thus have C ∈ tpI(d). Thus, there is an
e ∈ DI with (d, e) ∈ rI , which implies tpI(d) r tpI(e) and D ∈ tpI(e). If e /∈ Ind(B),
then the definition of J and IH yields d ∈ CJ . Thus assume e = b′ ∈ Ind(B). Since h is
surjective, there is some b ∈ Ind(A) with h(b) = tpI(b

′). Since td = tpI(d) and tb = h(b),
we have td  r tb, thus (d, b) ∈ rJ . By IH, D ∈ tpI(b

′) = h(b) yields b ∈ DJ .
a

(⇒). Assume that A 6|= Q. Then there is a model I of T and A that respects closed predicates
ΣC and such that I 6|= q. Let IT ∈ ΓQ be the corresponding template, that is, T = {tpI(a) |
a ∈ Ind(A)}. For each a ∈ Ind(A), set h(a) = tpI(a); for each aB ∈ Ind(A′) \ Ind(A), set
h(aB) = dB (recall that such aB have been added to Ind(A) for every B ∈ ΣC). It is readily
checked that h is a surjective homomorphism from IA′ to IT . In particular, A(a) ∈ A′ implies
A(a) /∈ A′, thus A /∈ tpI(a) (since A is closed), which yields h(a) = tpI(a) ∈ AIT by definition
of IT .

Lemma 7.4. LetQ = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) be an OMQC from (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ). Then CSP(ΓQ)sur

reduces in polynomial time to the complement of the evaluation problem for Q.

Proof. Let A′ be the ABox corresponding to an input J for CSP(ΓQ)sur. An element a of Ind(A′)
is special for A ∈ ΣC if A(a) /∈ A′ and A(a) /∈ A′; it is special if it is special for some A ∈ ΣC.
First perform the following checks:

(1) if there is a non-special element a of Ind(A′) such that A(a) ∈ A′ and A(a) ∈ A′ for some
A ∈ ΣC, then return ‘no’ (there is no template in ΓQ that has any element to which a can
be mapped by a homomorphism);

(2) if A′ does not contain a family of distinct elements (aA)A∈ΣC
, such that each aA is special

for A, then return ‘no’ (we cannot map surjectively to the elements dA of the templates in
ΓQ).

Note that, to check Condition 2, we can go through all candidate families in polytime since the size
of ΣC is constant. If none of the above checks succeeds, then let A be the ABox obtained from A′
by

• deleting all assertions of the form A(a) and
• deleting all special elements.

We have to show that A 6|= Q iff there exists an IT ∈ ΓQ such that there is a surjective homomor-
phism from J to IT .
(⇐). Let IT ∈ ΓQ and let h be a surjective homomorphism from J to IT . Note that each element
a of Ind(A) is mapped by h to some element t ∈ T of IT because A(a) ∈ A′ or A(a) ∈ A′ for
every A ∈ ΣC (which is non-empty). Since IT ∈ ΓQ, there is a ΣA-ABox B and model I of T and
B that respects closed predicates ΣC and such that I 6|= q and T = {tpI(a) | a ∈ Ind(B)}. We
can now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7.3 to build a model J ′ of T and A that respects closed
predicates ΣC and such that J ′ 6|= q.
(⇒). Assume that A 6|= Q. Then there is a model I of T and A that respects closed predicates
ΣC and such that I 6|= q. Let IT ∈ ΓQ be the corresponding template, that is, T = {tpI(a) | a ∈
Ind(A)}. For each a ∈ Ind(A), set h(a) = tpI(a); for each element a ∈ Ind(A′) \ Ind(A), we
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can choose some A ∈ ΣC such that A(a) /∈ A′ and A(a) /∈ A′, and set h(a) = dA; by Check 2
above, these choices can be made such that the resulting map h is surjective. Moreover, it is readily
checked that h is a homomorphism from J to IT . In particular, A(a) ∈ A′ implies A(a) /∈ A′ by
Check 1, thus A /∈ tpI(a) (since A is closed), which yields h(a) = tpI(a) ∈ AIT by definition
of IT .

We have thus established the following result.

Theorem 7.5. For every OMQCQ from (ALCHI,NC,BUtCQ), there is a generalized CSP(ΓQ)sur

such that the evaluation problem for Q has the same complexity as the complement of CSP(ΓQ)sur,
up to polynomial time reductions.

Again, the theorem can easily be strengthened to state the same complexity up to FO reductions.
Note that the DL ALCHI used in Theorem 7.5 is a significant extension of the DLs referred to in
Theorem 7.2 and thus our results apply to a remarkable range of DLs: all DLs between DL-Litecore
and ALCHI as well as all DLs between EL and ALCHI.

8. CLOSING ROLE NAMES IN THE FIXED QUERY CASE: TURING MACHINE EQUIVALENCE

We generalize the setup from the previous section by allowing also role names to be closed. Our
main results are that for every non-determinstic polynomial time Turing machine M , there is an
OMQC Q in (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) such that evaluating Q and the complement of M ’s
word problem are polynomial time reducible to each other, and that it is undecidable whether eval-
uating OMQCs in (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) is in PTIME (unless PTIME = NP). By Ladner’s
theorem, it follows that there are CONP-intermediate OMQCs (unless PTIME = NP) and that a full
complexity classification of the OMQCs in this language is beyond reach of the techniques available
today. As in the previous section, the same results hold for (EL,NC ∪ NR,BAQ).

To establish these results, we utilize two related results from [47, 14]: (1) for every NP Turing
machine M , there is an ontology-mediated query Q from (ALCF , ∅,BAQ) such that evaluating
Q is reducible in polynomial time to the complement of M ’s word problem and vice versa, where
ALCF is the extension of ALC with functional roles; and (2) it is undecidable whether an OMQC
from (ALCF , ∅,BAQ) is in PTIME. For using these results in our context, however, it is more
convenient to phrase them in terms of (a certain kind of) monadic disjunctive datalog programs
with inequality rather than in terms of OMQCs from (ALCF , ∅,BAQ). This is what we do in the
following, starting with the introduction of a suitable version of monadic disjunctive datalog. For a
more thorough introduction, see [25].

A monadic disjunctive datalog rule (MDD rule) ρ takes the form

P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pm(x)← R1(~x1) ∧ · · · ∧Rn(~xn) or goal← R1(~x1) ∧ · · · ∧Rn(~xn)

with m,n > 0 and where all Pi are unary predicates, goal is the goal predicate of arity 0, and all
Ri are predicates of arity one or two, including possibly the non-equality predicate 6=. We refer to
P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pm(x) and, respectively, goal as the head of ρ, and to R1(~x1) ∧ · · · ∧Rn(~xn) as the
body. A monadic disjunctive datalog (MDD) program Π is a finite set of MDD rules containing
at least one rule with the goal predicate in its head and no rule with the goal predicate in its body.
Predicates that occur in the head of at least one rule of Π are intensional (IDB) predicates, denoted
IDB(Π), and all remaining predicates in Π are extensional (EDB) predicates, denoted EDB(Π).
An interpretation I is a model of Π if it satisfies all rules in Π (viewed as universally quantified
first-order sentences). Π is entailed on a EDB(Π)-ABox A, in symbols A |= Π, iff goal is true
in every model of Π and A. Note that it suffices to consider models that respect closed predicates
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EDB(Π). The evaluation problem for Π is the problem to decide whether Π is entailed by an
EDB(Π)-ABox A.

For our reduction, we use the following kind of MDD programs that we call basic. A binary
predicate r is functional in an ABox A if r(a, b1), r(a, b2) ∈ A implies b1 = b2 and r is empty in A
if r does not occur in A. Then an MDD program Π is basic if

• Π uses exactly two binary predicates, r1, r2, and contains exactly the following functionality
rules, for i = 1, 2:

goal← ri(x, y) ∧ ri(x, z) ∧ (y 6= z)

• all remaining rules of Π are of the form

P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x)← q or goal← q

where n ≥ 1 and q is a dtCQ with root x (with the quantifier prefix removed).
• if r1, r2 are functional and at least one ri is empty in an EDB(Π)-ABox A, then A 6|= Π.

The following result can be obtained by starting from the results for (ALCF , ∅,BAQ) from [47, 14]
mentioned above and translating the involved OMQs into a basic MDD program. Such a transla-
tion is given in [14] for the case of ALC TBoxes and MDD programs without inequality, but the
extension to functional roles and inequality is trivial.

Theorem 8.1.
(1) For every non-deterministic polynomial time Turing machine M , there exists a basic MDD

program Π such that the evaluation problem for Π and the complement of M ’s word prob-
lem are polynomial time reducible to each other.

(2) It is undecidable whether the evaluation problem for a basic MDD program is in PTIME
(unless PTIME =NP).

We next prove the following central theorem.

Theorem 8.2. For every basic MDD program Π, one can construct an OMQC Q in the language
(EL,NC ∪ NR,BAQ) such that the evaluation problem for Q and Π are polynomial time reducible
to each other. The same is true for (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ).

Proof. Assume a basic MDD program Π of the form defined above is given. We first construct an
OMQC QΠ = (TΠ,ΣΠ,ΣΠ, qΠ) in (EL,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) and then obtain the required OMQCs
in (EL,NC ∪NR,BAQ) and (DL-LiteR,NC ∪NR,BUtCQ) by rather straightforward modifications
of QΠ. Note that we construct a QΠ in which the ABox signature and set of closed predicates
coincide. We set ΣΠ = EDB(Π) ∪ {T, F, V }, where T, F, V are fresh concept names. We also use
auxiliary predicates which are not in the ABox signature of QΠ: role names valP for every unary
P ∈ IDB(Π) and role names si and concept names Ai, Bi, for i = 1, 2. TΠ contains the following
CIs:

T v V

F v V

> v ∃valP .V, for all unary P ∈ IDB(Π)

> v ∃si.(∃ri.Ai u ∃ri.Bi), for i = 1, 2 .

Using TΠ, we encode the truth value of IDB predicates P using the CQs

P T (x, y) := (valP (x, y) ∧ T (y)), PF (x, y) := (valP (x, y) ∧ F (y)).
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For any tCQ q, we denote by qT the result of replacing every occurrence of an IDB P (x) in q by
P T (x, y0), where the variable y0 is fresh for every occurrence of P (x), and existentially quanti-
fied. Thus, qT is again a tCQ (and a dtCQ if q is already a dtCQ). The final CI is used to encode
functionality of the roles r1, r2. We define CQs q1

F and q2
F by setting

qiF = (si(x, y) ∧ ri(y, z) ∧Ai(z) ∧Bi(z)),
for i = 1, 2. Then, for the OMQC Qi = ({> v ∃si.(∃ri.Aiu∃ri.Bi)},ΣΠ,ΣΠ,∃y ∃z qiF ) and any
ΣΠ-ABox A:

• if ri is empty in A, then A is not consistent w.r.t. ({> v ∃si.(∃ri.Ai u ∃ri.Bi)},ΣΠ), and
• if ri is not empty inA, then ri is functional inA iffA |= Qi(a), for some (equivalently, all)
a ∈ Ind(A).

Define qΠ as the union of the following Boolean CQs, where for brevity we omit the existential
quantifiers:

• q1
F ∧ q1

F ∧ qT , for every rule goal← q ∈ Π, where we assume that the only variable shared
by any two of the conjuncts q1

F , q2
F and qT is x.

• q1
F ∧ q2

F ∧ qT ∧
∧

1≤i≤n P
F
i , for every P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x) ← q ∈ Π, where we assume

again that the only variable shared by any two of the conjuncts q1
F , q2

F , qT , PFi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
is x.

We prove the following

Claim. The problem of evaluating Π and the problem of evaluating QΠ are polynomial time re-
ducible to each other.

Proof of claim. (⇒) Assume an EDB(Π)-ABox A is given as an input to Π. If r1 or r2 is not
functional in A, then output ‘A |= Π’. Otherwise, if r1 or r2 is empty, then output ‘A 6|= Π’. Now
assume that r1 and r2 are not empty and both are functional in A. Let

A′ = A ∪ {T (a), F (b), V (a), V (b)},
where we asume w.l.o.g. that a, b occur in Ind(A). We show that A |= Π iff A′ |= QΠ.

Assume first thatA 6|= Π. Let I be a model ofA and Π that respects closed predicates EDB(Π)
and satisfies no body of any rule goal← q ∈ Π. Define I ′ in the same way as I except that

• T I′ = {a}, F I′ = {b}, and V I
′

= {a, b};
• sI′i = ∆I × dom(rIi ) and AI

′
i = BI

′
i = ∆I , for i = 1, 2, where dom(rI) denotes the

domain of rI ;
• valI

′
P = (P I × {a}) ∪ ((∆I \ P I)× {b}), for all unary P ∈ IDB(Π).

It is straightforward to show that I ′ is a model of TΠ and A′ that respects closed predicates ΣΠ. It
remains to show that I ′ 6|= qΠ. To this end it is sufficient to show that

(1) No qT with goal← q ∈ Π is satisfied in I ′;
(2) No qT ∧

∧
1≤i≤n P

F
i with P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x)← q ∈ Π is satisfied in I ′.

Point (1) holds since P I = {d | I ′ |= ∃y P T (d, y))} for all unary P ∈ IDB(Π), by definition of
I ′ and since q is not satisfied in I for any rule goal() ← q ∈ Π. Point (2) holds since all rules
P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x) ← q ∈ Π are satisfied in I and P I = ∆I \ {d | I ′ |= ∃y PF (d, y)} for all
unary P ∈ IDB(Π).

Assume now thatA′ 6|= QΠ. Take a model I ofA′ that respects closed predicates ΣΠ and such
that I 6|= qΠ. Define a model I ′ by modifying I by setting P I

′
= {d | I |= ∃y P T (d, y)}, for

all unary P ∈ IDB(Π). It follows from the condition that r1, r2 are non-empty and functional in
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A′ that I |= ∀x(∃y∃zq1
F ∧ ∃y∃zq2

F ). From I 6|= qΠ we obtain that no q with goal() ← q ∈ Π is
satisfied in I ′ and that all rules P1(x)∨· · ·∨Pn(x)← q ∈ Π are satisfied in I ′. Thus, I ′ is a model
of A and Π witnessing that A 6|= Π.

(⇐) Assume a ΣΠ-ABox A is given as an input to QΠ. There exists a model of TΠ and A that
respects closed predicates ΣΠ iff (i) V is non-empty in A, (ii) T, F are both contained in V in A,
and (iii) r1, r2 are non-empty in A. Thus, output ‘A |= QΠ’ whenever (i), (ii), or (iii) is violated.
Now assume (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. If r1 or r2 are not functional in A, then we can construct a
model of TΠ and A that respects closed predicates ΣΠ and such that ∃x(∃y∃zq1

F ∧ ∃y∃zq2
F ) is not

satisfied in I. Hence, we output ‘A 6|= QΠ’. Thus, assume in addition to (i), (ii) and (iii) that r1

and r2 are functional in A. We distinguish five cases. We only consider the first case in detail, the
remaining cases are proved similarly.

(1) If F IA ∪ T IA 6= V IA , then output ‘A |= QΠ’ if there exists a rule goal← q ∈ Π such that
q contains not IDBs and q (which then equals qT ) is satisfied in IA. This is clearly correct
since A |= (TΠ,ΣΠ,ΣΠ, q

1
F ∧ q2

F ∧ qT ) follows. Otherwise output ‘A 6|= QΠ’. To prove
correctness, let a ∈ V IA \(F IA ∪T IA). Construct a model I of TΠ andA that respects ΣΠ

by extending IA by setting valIP = ∆I × {a} for all unary IDB predicates P and defining
sIi , A

I
i , B

I
i , i = 1, 2, arbitrarily so that TΠ is satisfied. Then no qT with goal← q ∈ Π and

no
∧

1≤i≤n P
F
i with P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x)← q ∈ Π is satisfied in I. Thus I 6|= qΠ.

(2) If T IA = F IA = V IA , then output ‘A |= QΠ’ if there exists a rule goal ← q ∈ Π or
P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x)← q ∈ Π such that q′ is satisfied in IA for the query q′ obtained from
q by removing every atom P (y) from q with P a unary IDB. Otherwise output ‘A 6|= QΠ’.

(3) If T IA = V IA and F IA 6= V IA , then output ‘A |= QΠ’ if there exists a rule goal← q ∈ Π
such that q′ is satisfied in IA for the query q′ obtained from q by removing every atom P (y)
from q with P a unary IDB. Otherwise output ‘A 6|= QΠ’.

(4) If F IA = V IA and T IA 6= V IA , then output ‘A |= QΠ’ if there exists a rule goal← q ∈ Π
or P1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ Pn(x)← q ∈ Π such that q does not contain any IDB and q is satisfied in
IA. Otherwise output ‘A 6|= QΠ’.

(5) If none of the four cases above apply, obtain A′ from A by removing all assertions using
T, F , or V . Then A′ |= Π iff A |= Q, and we have established the polynomial time
reduction.

a
The modification of QΠ needed to obtain an OMQC from (EL,NC ∪ NR,BAQ) is the same as

in the proof of Theorem 7.2: the query qΠ is a BUdtCQ and so we can replace it with a query of
the form ∃xA(x): as the disjuncts of qΠ are of the form ∃x q′(x) with q′(x) a dtCQ, we can take
the EL concepts Cq′ corresponding to q′(x) and extend TΠ with Cq′ v A for every such disjunct
∃x q′(x) of q.

It remains to show how one can modify QΠ to obtain an equivalent OMQC Q′Π from the
language (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ). First, to eliminate > on the left-hand-side of CIs in TΠ,
we replace each CI> v C by the CIsA v C, ∃r v C, and ∃r− v C for any concept nameA ∈ ΣΠ

and role name r ∈ ΣΠ. Second, we employ the standard encoding of qualified existential restrictions
in DL-LiteR by replacing exhaustively anyB v ∃r.D byB v ∃s, ∃s− v AD,AD v D, and s v r,
where AD is a fresh concept name and s is a fresh role name. Let T ′Π be the resulting TBox. Then
Q′Π = (T ′Π,ΣΠ,ΣΠ, qΠ) is as required.

From Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, we obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 8.3.
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(1) For every non-deterministic polynomial time Turing machineM one can construct a OMQC
Q in the languages (EL,NC ∪ NR,BAQ) and (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) such that the
evaluation problem for Q and M ’s word problem are polynomial time reducible to each
other.

(2) It is undecidable whether the evaluation problem for OMQCs in (EL,NC ∪ NR,BAQ) and
(DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) is in PTIME (unless PTIME =NP).

Note that Theorem 8.3 does not cover DL-Litecore. In fact, the computational status of the
language (DL-Litecore,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) remains open, and in particular it remains open whether
Theorem 8.3 can be strengthened to this case.

9. QUANTIFIER-FREE UCQS AND FO-REWRITABILITY

The results in the previous sections have shown that intractability comes quickly when predicates are
closed. The aim of this section is to identify a useful OMQC language whose UCQs are guaranteed
to be FO-rewritable. It turns out that one can obtain such a language by combining DL-LiteR
with quantifier-free UCQs, that is, unions of quantifier-free CQs; we denote this class of queries
with UqfCQ. Our main result is that all OMQCs from the language (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,UqfCQ)
are FO-rewritable under the mild restriction that there is no RI which requires an open role to be
contained in a closed one. We believe that this class of OMQCs is potentially relevant for practical
applications. Note that the query language SPARQL, which is used in many web applications, is
closely related to UqfCQs and, in fact, does not admit existential quantification under its standard
entailment regimes [30]. We also prove that the restriction on RIs is needed for tractability, by
constructing a CONP-hard OMQC in (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,UqfCQ).

Theorem 9.1. Every OMQC (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) from (DL-LiteR,NC ∪ NR,UqfCQ) such that T con-
tains no RI of the form s v r with sig(s) 6⊆ ΣC and sig(r) ⊆ ΣC is FO-rewritable.

We first show that ABox consistency w.r.t. (T ,ΣA,ΣC) is FO-rewritable, for every DL-LiteR
TBox T not containing any RI of the form s v r with sig(s) 6⊆ ΣC and sig(r) ⊆ ΣC. We make use
of Theorem 3.1 and assume w.l.o.g. that ΣC = ΣA. Let con(T ) be the set of all concept names in T ,
and all concepts ∃r, ∃r− such that r is a role name that occurs in T . A T -type is a set t ⊆ con(T )
such that for all B1, B2 ∈ con(T ):

• if B1 ∈ t and T |= B1 v B2, then B2 ∈ t;
• if B1 ∈ t and T |= B1 v ¬B2, then B2 /∈ t.

A T -typing is a set T of T -types. A path in T is a sequence t, r1, . . . , rn where t ∈ T , ∃r1, . . . ,∃rn ∈
con(T ) use no predicates from ΣC, ∃r1 ∈ t and for i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, T |= ∃r−i v ∃ri+1 and
r−i 6= ri+1. The path is ΣC-participating if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, there is no B ∈ con(T )

with sig(B) ⊆ ΣC and T |= ∃r−i v B while there is such a B for i = n. A T -typing T is
ΣC-realizable if for every ΣC-participating path t, r1, . . . , rn in T , there is some u ∈ T such that
{B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃r−n v B} ⊆ u.

A T -typing T provides partial information about a model I of T and a ΣC-ABox A by taking
T to contain the types that are realized in I by ABox elements. ΣC-realizability then ensures that
we can build from T a model that respects the closed predicates in ΣC. To make this more precise,
define a T -decoration of a ΣC-ABox A to be a mapping f that assigns to each a ∈ Ind(A) a T -
type f(a) such that f(a)|ΣC

= taA|ΣC
where taA = {B ∈ con(T ) | a ∈ BIA} and S|ΣC

denotes
the restriction of the set S of concepts to those members that only use predicates from ΣC. The
following lemma is proved in the appendix.
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Lemma 9.2. A ΣC-ABox A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) iff
(1) A has a T -decoration f whose image is a ΣC-realizable T -typing and
(2) if s(a, b) ∈ A, T |= s v r, and sig(s v r) ⊆ ΣC, then r(a, b) ∈ A.

We now construct the required FOQ. For all role names r and variables x, y, define ψr(x, y) =
r(x, y) and ψr−(x, y) = r(y, x). For all concept names A and roles r, define ψA(x) = A(x) and
ψ∃r(x) = ∃y ψr(x, y). For each T -type t, set

ψt(x) =
∧

B∈con(T )\t with sig(B)⊆ΣC

¬ψB(x) ∧
∧

B∈t with sig(B)⊆ΣC

ψB(x)

and for each T -typing T = {t1, . . . , tn}, set

ψT = ∀x
∨
t∈T

ψt(x) ∧ ∃x1 · · · ∃xn(
∧
i 6=j

xi 6= xj ∧
∧
i

ψti(xi)).

LetR be the set of all ΣC-realizable typings and set

ΨT ,ΣC
=
∨
T∈R

ψT ∧
∧

T |=svr,sig(svr)⊆ΣC

∀x∀y(ψs(x, y)→ ψr(x, y)).

Note that the two conjuncts of ΨT ,ΣC
express exactly Points (1) and (2) of Lemma 9.2. We have

thus shown the following.

Proposition 9.3. A ΣC-ABox A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) iff IA |= ΨT ,ΣC
.

The next step is to construct an FO-rewriting of Q = (T ,ΣC,ΣC, q) over ΣC-ABoxes that are
consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Whereas the FO-rewriting ΨT ,ΣC

above is Boolean and identifies ABoxes
that have a common model with T respecting closed predicates ΣC, we now aim to construct a
FOQ ΦQ(~x) such that for all ΣC-ABoxes A consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) and ~a ∈ Ind(A), we have
IA |= ΦQ(~a) iffA |= Q(~a). The desired FO-rewriting ofQ is then constructed as ¬ΨT ,ΣC

∨ΦQ(~x).
The construction of ΦQ(~x) is based on an extended notion of T -typing called (T , q)-typing that
provides partial information about a model I of T and a ΣC-ABox A respecting ΣC which avoids
an assignment from ~x to certain individual names ~a.

Let q =
∨
i∈I qi with answer variables ~x = x1, . . . , xn. A (T , q)-typing T is a quadruple

(∼, f0,Γ,∆) where
• ∼ is an equivalence relation on {x1, . . . , xn};
• f0 is a function that assigns a T -type f0(xi) to each xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that f0(xi) =
f0(xj) when xi ∼ xj ;
• Γ is a T -typing;
• ∆ is a set of atoms s(xi, xj), s ∈ ΣC, such that s(xi, xj) ∈ ∆ iff s(x′i, x

′
j) ∈ ∆ when

xi ∼ x′i and xj ∼ x′j .
Intuitively,∼ describes the answer variables that are identified by an assignment π for q in an ABox
A, f0(xi) describes the T -type of the ABox individual name π(xi), Γ describes the T -types of
ABox individual names that are not in the range of π, and ∆ fixes role relationships that do not hold
between the π(xi). Let X be a set of atoms. Then T avoids X if the following conditions hold:
1. for all xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if A ∈ f0(xi), then A(xi) 6∈ X;
2. for all xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if ∃s ∈ f0(xi), then for S = {B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃s− v B} the following
holds: (i) S contains no predicate from ΣC or (ii) there is a u ∈ Γ such that S ⊆ u or (iii) there is a
y such that S ⊆ f0(y) and there are no x′ ∼ xi and y′ ∼ y such that r(x′, y′) ∈ X and T |= s v r,
or r(y′, x′) ∈ X and T |= s v r−;
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3. if r(x, y) ∈ X , then ∆ contains all s(x, y) with s ∈ ΣC and T |= s v r and all s(y, x) with
s ∈ ΣC and T |= s− v r.
T avoids q if it avoids some set X of atoms containing an atom αi in qi for any i ∈ I . We use tp(T )
to denote the T -typing Γ extended with all T -types in the range of f0. Let A be a ΣC-ABox and
let π assign individual names π(xi) to xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that π(xi) = π(xj) iff xi ∼ xj . A T -
decoration f ofA realizes T = (∼, f0,Γ,∆) using π iff tp(T ) is the range of f , f0(xi) = f(π(xi))
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and r(π(xi), π(xj)) 6∈ A if r(xi, xj) ∈ ∆ for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and all r ∈ ΣC. A
realizes T using π if there exists a T -decoration f that realizes T using π.

Lemma 9.4. LetA be a ΣC-ABox that is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). ThenA 6|= Q(π(x1), . . . , π(xn))
iff A realizes some (T , q)-typing T using π that avoids q and such that tp(T ) is ΣC-realizable.

The proof is a modification of the proof of Lemma 9.2 and given in the appendix.
We now construct the actual rewriting ΦQ(~x). For every (T , q)-typing T = (∼, f0,Γ,∆) with

Γ = {t1, . . . , tk} let ΨT (~x) be the conjunction of the following:∧
1≤i≤n

ψf0(xi)(xi) ∧
∧
xi∼xj

(xi = xj) ∧
∧
xi 6∼xj

(xi 6= xj)

∧
r(xi,xj)∈∆

¬r(xi, xj) ∧ ∀y(
∧

1≤i≤n
(y 6= xi)→

∨
t∈Γ

ψt(y))

∃y1 · · · ∃yk(
∧
j 6=i

yj 6= yi ∧
∧

j≤k,i≤n
xi 6= yj ∧

∧
j≤k

ψtj (yj))

Then ΦQ(~x) is the conjunction over all ¬ΨT (~x) such that T avoids q and tp(T ) is ΣC-realizable.

Proposition 9.5. Let A be a ΣC-ABox that is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Then A |= Q(~a) iff IA |=
ΦQ(~a), for all ~a in Ind(A).

Proof. Let ~a = (a1, . . . , an). Assume A 6|= Q(a1, . . . , an). Let π(xi) = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By
Lemma 9.4,A realizes some (T , q)-typing T using π that avoids q such that tp(T ) is ΣC-realizable.
It is readily checked that IA |= ΨT (π1(x1), . . . , π(xn)). Thus, IA 6|= ΦQ(a1, . . . , an)

Conversely, assume that IA 6|= ΦQ(a1, . . . , an). Take a (T , q)-typing T that avoids q such that
tp(T ) is ΣC-realizable and IA |= ΨT (a1, . . . , an). Let π(xi) = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is readily
checked that A realizes T using π. Thus A 6|= Q(a1, . . . , an), by Lemma 9.4.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 9.1.
We now show that without the restriction on RIs adopted in Theorem 9.1, OMQCs from

(DL-LiteR,NC∪NR,UqfCQ) are no longer FO-rewritable. In fact, we prove the following, slightly
stronger result by reduction from propositional satisfiability.

Theorem 9.6. There is a DL-LiteR TBox with closed predicates (T ,ΣC) such that ABox consistency
w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is NP-complete.

Proof. The proof is by reduction of the satisfiability problem for propositional formulas in conjunc-
tive normal form (CNF). Consider a propositional formula in CNF ϕ = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn, where each
ci is a disjunction of literals. We write ` ∈ ci if ` is a disjunct in ci. Let x1, . . . , xm be the propo-
sitional variables in ϕ. Define an ABox Aϕ with individual names c1, . . . , cn and x>i , x⊥i , xauxi for
1 ≤ i ≤ m, a concept name A, and role names r, r′ as the following set of assertions:

• r(ci, x>j ), for all xj ∈ ci and 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
• r(ci, x⊥j ), for all ¬xj ∈ ci and 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
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• r′(x>j , x⊥j ), r′(x⊥j , x
aux
j ), for 1 ≤ j ≤ m;

• A(ci), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let s and s′ be additional role names and let

T = {s v r,A v ∃s, ∃s− v ∃s′, s′ v r′, ∃s′− u ∃s− v ⊥}.
Let ΣC = {A, r, r′}. We show that Aϕ is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) iff ϕ is satisfiable. Assume first
that Aϕ is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Let I be a model of T and Aϕ that respects closed predicates
ΣC. Define a propositional valuation v by setting v(xj) = 1 if there exists i such that (ci, x

>
j ) ∈ sI

and set v(xj) = 0 if there exists i such that (ci, x
⊥
j ) ∈ sI . Observe that v is well-defined since if

(ci, x
>
j ) ∈ sI , (ck, x⊥j ) ∈ sI , then (x>j , x

⊥
j ) ∈ s′I and so x⊥j ∈ (∃s′− u ∃s−)I which contradicts

the assumption that I satisfies ∃s′−u∃s− v ⊥. Next observe that for every ci there exists a disjunct
` ∈ ci such that (ci, x

>
j ) ∈ sI if ` = xj and (ci, x

⊥
j ) ∈ sI if ` = ¬xj . Thus, v(ϕ) = 1 and ϕ is

satisfiable.
Conversely, assume that ϕ is satisfiable and let v be an assignment with v(ϕ) = 1. Define an

interpretation I by expanding IAϕ as follows:

sI = {(ci, x>j )} | xj ∈ ci, v(xj) = 1, i ≤ n} ∪ {(ci, x⊥j ) | ¬xj ∈ ci, v(xj) = 0, i ≤ n}
s′I = {(x>j , x⊥j ) | v(xj) = 1} ∪ {(x⊥j , xauxj ) | v(xj) = 0}

It is readily checked that I is a model of T and Aϕ that respects closed predicates ΣC.

We close this section with noting that, for the case of EL, quantifier-free queries are computa-
tionally no more well-behaved than unrestricted queries. In fact, we have seen that OMQCs in EL
using dtUCQs can be equivalently expressed using atomic database queries A(x) by adding CIs of
the form Cq v A to the TBox.

10. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the data complexity of ontology-mediated query evaluation with closed pred-
icates, focussing on a non-uniform analysis. At the TBox level we have obtained PTIME/CONP
dichotomy results for the lightweight DLs EL and DL-LiteR. At the query level, the situation is
drastically different: there is provably no PTIME/CONP dichotomy for neither DL-LiteR nor EL
(unless PTIME =CONP) and even without closing role names, understanding the complexity of
queries is as hard as understanding the complexity of the generalized surjective constraint satis-
faction problems. We have also shown that by combining DL-LiteR with quantifier-free database
queries one obtains FO-rewritable queries and that even for expressive DLs query evaluation is
always in CONP. Many challenging open questions remain.

Regarding the data complexity classification at TBox level, it is shown in [45] that the di-
chotomy proof given for DL-LiteR and EL does not go through for the extension ELI of EL
with inverse roles. In fact, in contrast to DL-LiteR and EL, there are ELI TBoxes with closed
predicates (T ,ΣC) such that CQ evaluation w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) is in PTIME, but (T ,ΣC) and (T , ∅)
are not CQ-inseparable on consistent ABoxes. In particular, it remains open whether there is a
PTIME/CONP dichotomy for TBoxes with closed predicates in ELI. The same question remains
open for ALCHI TBoxes (recall that there is a PTIME/CONP dichotomy for for ALCHI TBoxes
without closed predicates [47, 33]) and for expressive Horn languages such as Horn-SHIQ. Also
of interest are ontologies consisting of tuple-generating dependencies (tgds) which generalizes both
DL-LiteR and EL. In this case, however, the CONP upper bound established here forALCHI does
not hold, even for the moderate extension consisting of linear tgds [10, 9].
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Regarding the data complexity classification at the OMQC level, it would be of interest to
consider DL-Litecore: it remains open whether there is a PTIME/CONP dichotomy for the language
(DL-Litecore,NC ∪ NR,BUtCQ) and whether Theorem 8.3 can be strengthened to this case.
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APPENDIX A. MISSING PROOFS FOR SECTION 4

Lemma 4.3 Let A be a ΣA-ABox, ~a a tuple in Ind(A), and Q = (T ,ΣA,ΣC, q) a OMQC from
(ALCHI,NC ∪ NR,UCQ). Then the following are equivalent:

(1) A |= Q(~a);
(2) I |= q(~a) for all forest-shaped models I of T and A that respect ΣC and such that

• the arity of ∆I is |T |,
• Ind(A) is the set of roots of ∆I ,
• for every d ∈ ∆I\Ind(A) and ∃r.C ∈ cl(T ) with d ∈ (∃r.C)I , there exists a ∈ Ind(A)

with (d, a) ∈ rI and a ∈ CI or there exists a successor d′ of d in ∆I such that
(d, d′) ∈ rI and d′ ∈ CI .

Proof. The implication from (1) to (2) is trivial. For the converse direction, suppose A 6|= Q(~a).
Then there is some model J of T andA that respects closed predicates ΣC such that J 6|= q(~a). We
construct, by induction, a sequence of interpretations I0, I1, . . .. The domain of each Ii consists of
sequences of the form d0 ·d1 · · · dn, where dj ∈ ∆J for all j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. We call such sequences
paths and denote the last element in a path p by tail(p), e.g., tail(d0 · · · dn) = dn.

We define I0 as the restriction of J to Ind(A).
Assume now that Ii is given. Let p ∈ ∆Ii such that for some e ∈ ∆J and ∃r.C ∈ cl(T ), we

have (tail(p), e) ∈ rJ and e ∈ CJ and there is no p′ ∈ ∆Ii with tail(p′) = e′ and (p, p′) ∈ rIi and
e′ ∈ CJ . Assume first that e 6∈ Ind(A). We extend Ii to Ii+1 by setting

∆Ii+1 = ∆Ii ∪ {p · e}
sIi+1 = sIi ∪ {(p, p · e) | (tail(p), e) ∈ sJ } ∪ {(p · e, p) | (e, tail(p)) ∈ sJ }
AIi+1 = AIi ∪ {p · e | e ∈ AJ }

for all role names s and concept names A. Suppose now that e = a for some a ∈ Ind(A). In this
case, we extend Ii to Ii+1 by adding the tuple (p, e) to sIi , for every role s such that (tail(p), e) ∈
sJ .

We assume that the above construction is fair in the sense that if the conditions of the inductive
step are satisfied for some p ∈ ∆Ii , e ∈ ∆J , and ∃r.C ∈ cl(T ), with i ≥ 0, then there is some
j > i such that the inductive step is applied to p, e, and ∃r.C.

Now we define the interpretation I as the limit of the sequence I0, I1, . . .:
• ∆I =

⋃
i≥0 ∆Ii ;

• P I =
⋃
i≥0 P

Ii , for all P ∈ NC ∪ NR.

It is clear that I is a forest-shaped interpretation with ∆I a |T |-ary forest having precisely
Ind(A) as its roots. That I is a model of A is an easy consequence of the facts that J is a model
of A, I0 is the restriction of J to Ind(A), and I is an extension of I0. That I respects closed
predicates ΣC is by definition. We now show that I is a model of T . The following is easily proved
by structural induction.

Claim. For all p ∈ ∆I and C ∈ cl(T ), p ∈ CI iff tail(p) ∈ CJ .

The fact that J is a model of T now implies that I is a model of every CI in T . That I is a
model of every RI in T follows by construction. Hence we conclude that I is a model of T .

Finally, to show that I 6|= q(~a), observe that h = {p 7→ tail(p) | p ∈ ∆I} is a homomorphism
from I to J preserving NI. Thus, I 6|= q(~a) follows from Lemma 2 and J 6|= q(~a).
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Lemma A.1. The interpretation I defined in the proof of Lemma 4.6 is a model of T and A that
respects closed predicates ΣC such that I 6|= q(~a).

Proof. The following conditions follow directly from the construction of I and the conditions on
mosaics:

• I is a model of A;
• I is a model of every RI in T ;
• P I = {~a | P (~a) ∈ A}, for all predicates P ∈ ΣC.

It remains to show that I is a model of every concept inclusion in T . Define for every d ∈ ∆I , a
T -type td as follows.

• if d ∈ Ind(A), then let td = τ(d) for some (J , τ) ∈M ;
• if d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A), then td = τd(d).

To prove that I is a model of T it is now sufficient to show the following: for all d ∈ ∆I and
C ∈ cl(T ), d ∈ CI iff C ∈ td. The proof is by structural induction.

Let C = A ∈ NC. If d ∈ Ind(A), let (J , τ) be any mosaic in M ; and if d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A), then
let (J , τ) = (Id, τd). We have (i) d ∈ BI iff d ∈ BJ for all B ∈ NC ∩ cl(T ) and (ii) τ(d) = td.
But then d ∈ AI iff d ∈ AJ (by (i)) iff A ∈ τ(d) (by the definition of a mosaic) iff A ∈ td (by (ii)).

The boolean cases follow easily by the induction hypothesis and the fact that td is a T -type.
Let C = ∃r.D. For the direction from left to right, suppose d ∈ (∃r.D)I . Then there is

some e ∈ ∆I such that (d, e) ∈ rI and e ∈ DI . If d, e ∈ Ind(A), let (J , τ) be any mosaic in
M ; if d, e ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A), let (J , τ) = (Id′ , τd′), where d′ is the element of {d, e} that has the
smaller depth in ∆I \ Ind(A); otherwise let (J , τ) = (Id′ , τd′), where d′ is the only element of
(∆I \ Ind(A)) ∩ {d, e}. Observe that (d, e) ∈ rJ , τ(d) = td, and τ(e) = te. By (d, e) ∈ rJ and
the definition of a mosaic, we obtain τ(d) r τ(e) and by the induction hypothesis and τ(e) = te,
we obtain D ∈ τ(e). But then ∃r.D ∈ τ(d) and thus, ∃r.D ∈ td, which is what we wanted to show.

For the direction from right to left, suppose ∃r.D ∈ td. We distinguish between d ∈ Ind(A) or
not. For the former case, we find by the coherency of M a (J , τ) ∈M such that for some e ∈ ∆J

we have (d, e) ∈ rJ and C ∈ τ(e); for the latter case, we have by the definition of a mosaic and
|q| ≥ 1 that there is some e ∈ ∆Id with (d, e) ∈ rId and C ∈ τd(e). In both cases, we have by
the construction of I that (d, e) ∈ rI and by definition that C ∈ te. By the latter, the induction
hypothesis yields e ∈ CI . Hence, d ∈ (∃r.D)I , as required.

It remains to show that I 6|= q(~a). Assume ~a = (a1, . . . , an). For a proof by contradiction,
suppose that I |= q(~a). Then there is a disjunct ∃~yϕ(~x, ~y) of q with ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) and ϕ a
conjunction of atoms such that there is an assignment π mapping the variables ~x ∪ ~y of ϕ to ∆I

with π(xi) = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and I |=π ϕ. Let F = {π(x) | π(x) 6∈ Ind(A)}. As I is
forest-shaped there are T1, . . . , Tm with F = T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tm such that T1, . . . , Tm are maximal and
pairwise disjoint trees in F . Fix an i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let d be the root of Ti. By the construction of
I, there is an isomorphism fi trom (Id, τd) to some (J , τ) ∈ M . Let πi be the restriction of π to
those variables that are mapped to Ti, and let πA be the restriction of π to those variables that are
mapped to Ind(A). Define π′i = fi ◦ πi and then

π′ =

m⋃
i=1

π′i ∪ πA.

π′ is an assignment in
⊎

(J ,τ)∈M J with π′(xi) = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
⊎

(J ,τ)∈M J |=π′ ϕ,
and so we have derived a contradiction.
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APPENDIX B. MISSING PROOFS FOR SECTION 9

Lemma 9.2 A ΣC-ABox A is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) iff
(1) A has a T -decoration f whose image is a ΣC-realizable T -typing and
(2) if s(a, b) ∈ A, T |= s v r, and sig(s v r) ⊆ ΣC, then r(a, b) ∈ A.

Proof. (⇒) Let I be a model of A and T that respects closed predicates ΣC. For each d ∈ ∆I , let
tdI = {B ∈ con(T ) | d ∈ BI} and let TI = {taI | a ∈ Ind(A)}. We next show that the T -typing TI
is ΣC-realizable. Let taI , r1, . . . , rn be a ΣC-participating path in TI . Using I, we find a mapping
g : {0, . . . , n} → ∆I such that g(0) = a and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have

(a) (g(i− 1), g(i)) ∈ rIi ,
(b) g(i) ∈ BI for all B ∈ sub(T ) with T |= ∃r−i v B.

By definition of ΣC-participating paths, there is some B? ∈ con(T ) with sig(B?) ⊆ ΣC such that
T |= ∃r−n v B?. By Point (b), we obtain g(n) ∈ B?I . Since I is a model of A and T that respects
closed predicates ΣC, we have g(n) = b for some b ∈ Ind(A). By Point (b), T |= ∃r−n v B implies
B ∈ tbI for any B ∈ con(T ). Thus, TI is ΣC-realizable. Let f(a) = taI for all a ∈ Ind(A). It is
clear that f is a T -decoration of A. The image of f is TI , thus a ΣC-realizable T -typing. Hence
we conclude that A satisfies Point (1). Point (2) holds by the fact that I is a model of T and A that
respects closed predicates ΣC.

(⇐) Suppose that A satisfies Points (1) and (2) and let f be a T -decoration of A whose image
T is a ΣC-realizable T -typing. Our goal is to construct a model I of T and A that respects closed
predicates ΣC as the limit of a sequence of interpretations I0, I1, . . . . The domains of these interpre-
tations consist of the individual names from Ind(A) and of paths in T that are not ΣC-participating.
The construction will ensure that for all i, we have

(a) for all a ∈ Ind(A), we have taIi ⊆ f(a);
(b) for all p ∈ ∆Ii , if p = t, r1 . . . , rn, then we have tpIi ⊆ {B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃r−n v B}.

Define I0 = (∆I0 , ·I0) where

∆I0 = Ind(A)

rI0 = {(a, b) | s(a, b) ∈ A and T |= s v r}
AI0 = {a | A ∈ f(a)}

To construct Ii+1 from Ii, choose d ∈ ∆Ii and ∃s ∈ con(T ) such that sig(s) ∩ ΣC = ∅, T |=d
tdIi v ∃s and there is no (d, e) ∈ sIi . Let q = f(a), s if d = a ∈ Ind(A) and q = d, s otherwise.

Using Conditions (a) and (b), it is easy to verify that q is a path in T . If q is not ΣC-participating,
then define Ii+1 as follows:

∆Ii+1 = ∆Ii ] {q}

rIi+1 =

{
rIi ∪ {(d, q)} if T |= s v r
rIi otherwise

AIi+1 =

{
AIi ∪ {q} if T |= ∃s− v A
AIi otherwise.
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If q is ΣC-participating, then by the fact that T is ΣC-realizable, there is some t ∈ T such that
{B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃s− v B} ⊆ t. We find a b ∈ Ind(A) with t = f(b). Define Ii+1 as follows:

∆Ii+1 = ∆Ii

rIi+1 =

{
rIi ∪ {(d, b)} if T |= s v r
rIi otherwise

AIi+1 = AIi .

Assume that the choice of d ∈ ∆Ii and ∃s ∈ con(T ) is fair so that every possible combination
of d and ∃s is eventually chosen. Let I be the limit of the sequence I0, I1, . . . (cf. the proof
of Lemma 4.3). We claim that I is a model of T and A that respects closed predicates ΣC. By
definition of I0 and of T -decorations, it is straightforward to see that I |= A. Moreover, the RIs
in T are clearly satisfied. To show that the CIs are satisfied as well, it is straightforward to first
establish the following strengthenings of Conditions (a) and (b) above (details omitted):

(a′) for all a ∈ Ind(A), we have taI = f(a);
(b′) for all p ∈ ∆I , if p = t, r1 . . . , rn, then tpIi = {B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃r−n v B}.

Let a ∈ Ind(A), a ∈ BI1 , and B1 v B2 ∈ T (or B1 v ¬B2 ∈ T ). Then by Condition (a′) and
since f(a) is a T -type, we have a ∈ BI2 (resp. a 6∈ BI2 ). Now let d = t, r1, . . . , rn be a path. First
suppose d ∈ BI1 and B1 v B2 ∈ T . By Condition (b′), we conclude that T |= ∃r−n v B1. Since
B1 v B2 ∈ T , it follows that T |= ∃r−n v B2 and thus again by the property above, d ∈ BI2 .
Finally, suppose d ∈ BI1 and B1 v ¬B2 ∈ T . By Condition (b′) and B1 v ¬B2 ∈ T , we conclude
T |= ∃r−n v ¬B2. For a proof by contradiction assume that d ∈ BI2 and thus T |= ∃r−n v B2 and
we already have T |= ∃r−n v ¬B2. Hence T |= ∃r−n v ⊥. But then T |= ∃rn v ⊥. It follows that
T |= ∃r1 v ⊥. This implies in particular T |= ∃r1 v ∃r1 and T |= ∃r1 v ¬∃r1. By definition we
have ∃r1 ∈ f(a) and by T |= ∃r1 v ¬∃r1 and the fact that f(a) is a T -type, we obtain ∃r1 6∈ f(a),
i.e., a contradiction. Hence d 6∈ BI2 which finishes the proof that I |= T .

What remains to be shown are the following properties:
• for all A ∈ ΣC, AI = {a | A(a) ∈ A};
• for all r ∈ ΣC, rI = {(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A}.

We show for each i ≥ 0 that Ii satisfies the properties above.
Suppose i = 0. First let A(a) ∈ A with A ∈ ΣC. Then a ∈ AI0 by definition of I0. For the

other direction, let a ∈ AI0 for an A ∈ ΣC. Then A ∈ f(a). The definition of T -decorations yields
A ∈ taA, and thus A(a) ∈ A. Now let r(a, b) ∈ A with r ∈ ΣC. Then (a, b) ∈ rI0 by definition
of I0. For the other direction, let (a, b) ∈ rI0 for some r ∈ ΣC. Then there is some role s such
that s(a, b) ∈ A and T |= s v r. By the adopted restriction on the allowed RIs, it follows that
sig(s) ⊆ ΣC. This yields r(a, b) ∈ A since A satisfies Point (2) of Lemma 9.2.

For i > 0, we show that the extension of ΣC-predicates is not modified when constructing Ii+1

from Ii. Indeed, assume that Ii+1 was obtained from Ii by choosing d ∈ ∆Ii and ∃s ∈ con(T )
and let q = f(a), s if d = a ∈ Ind(A) and q = d, s otherwise. Then sig(s) ∩ ΣC = ∅ and by the
restriction on RIs, sig(r) ∩ ΣC = ∅ for any role r with T |= s v r. Consequently, none of the role
names modified in the construction of Ii+1 is from ΣC (no matter whether q is ΣC-participating
or not). In the case where q is ΣC-participating, there is nothing else to show. If q is not ΣC-
participating, then each concept name A with T |= ∃s− v A is not from ΣC. Thus also none of the
concept names modified in the construction of Ii+1 is from ΣC.
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Lemma 9.4 Let A be a ΣC-ABox that is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC). Then A 6|= Q(π(x1), . . . , π(xn))
iff A realizes some (T , q)-typing T using π that avoids q and such that tp(T ) is ΣC-realizable.

Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of Lemma 9.2. We only sketch the differences.
(⇒) Let A 6|= Q(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)). We start with a model I of T and A that respects closed

predicates ΣC such that I 6|= q(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)). Read off a (T , q)-typing

TI = (∼, f0,Γ,∆)

from I by setting
• xi ∼ xj iff π(xi) = π(xj);
• f0(xi) = t

π(xi)
I for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

• Γ = {taI | a ∈ Ind(A)} \ {π(x1), . . . , π(xn)};
• ∆ = {r(xi, xj) | r ∈ ΣC, r(π(xi), π(xj)) 6∈ A}.

We show that TI avoids q =
∨
i∈I qi. Since I 6|= q(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)) we find for every i ∈ I an

atom αi in qi such that I 6|= αi(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)). We show that TI avoids X = {αi | i ∈ I}. We
distinguish the following cases:

• Let A(x) ∈ X . Then A 6∈ tπ(x)
I and so A 6∈ f0(x), as required.

• Let ∃s ∈ f0(x). Then ∃s ∈ t
π(x)
I . Thus, there exists d ∈ ∆I such that (π(x), d) ∈

sI . If d ∈ ∆I \ Ind(A), then sig(B) ∩ ΣC = ∅ for all B ∈ tdI . Thus (i) holds. If
d ∈ Ind(A) \ {π(x1), . . . , π(xn)}, then (ii) holds. Now assume that d = π(y) for some
y ∈ {π(x1), . . . , π(xn)}. Then y satisfies the conditions for (iii).
• Let r(x, y) ∈ X . Then (π(x), π(y)) 6∈ rI . Hence (π(x), π(y)) 6∈ sI for any s ∈ ΣC with
T |= s v r. Thus s(x, y) ∈ ∆ for any such s. Moreover, (π(y), π(x)) 6∈ sI for any s ∈ ΣC

with T |= s− v r. Thus s(y, x) ∈ ∆ for any such s.

(⇐) Assume that a ΣC-Abox A that is consistent w.r.t. (T ,ΣC) realizes some (T , q)-typing
T = (∼, f0,Γ,∆) using π that avoids q. Assume f is a T , q-decoration of A that realizes T
using π. Let X = {αi | i ∈ I} with αi in qi such that T avoids X using π. We construct a
model I of A and T that respects closed predicates ΣC such that I 6|= αi[π(x1), . . . , π(xn)] for
i ∈ I . We build I as in the proof of Lemma 9.2 based on tp(T ). Some care is required in the
construction of Ii+1. Assume Ii has been constructed. Choose d ∈ ∆Ii and ∃s ∈ con(T ) such
that sig(s) ∩ ΣC = ∅, T |=

d
tdIi v ∃s and there is no (d, e) ∈ sIi . If d 6∈ {π(x1), . . . , π(xn)}

or {B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃s− v B} does not contain a B with sig(B) ⊆ ΣC proceed as in
the proof of Lemma 9.2. Now assume that d = π(x). In the proof of Lemma 9.2 we chose an
arbitrary b ∈ Ind(A) with {B ∈ con(T ) | ∃s− v B} ⊆ t and t = f(b) and added (a, b) to
rIi+1 whenever T |= s v r. Since we want to refute all atoms αi(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)) with i ∈ I ,
we now have to choose b more carefully. If there exists b ∈ Ind(A) \ {π(x1), . . . , π(xn)} with
{B ∈ con(T ) | ∃s− v B} ⊆ t and t = f(b), then we choose such a b and proceed as in
Lemma 9.2. Otherwise, since f is a T , q-decoration of A that realizes T using π and avoids X ,
there is y such that {B ∈ con(T ) | T |= ∃s− v B} ⊆ f0(y) such that there is no αi ∈ X of the
form t(x′, y′) or t(y′, x′) with x′ ∼ x and y′ ∼ y such that T |= s v t or T |= s v t−, respectively.
We set b = π(y) and proceed as in the proof of Lemma 9.2.

The resulting interpretation I is a model of T andA that respects closed predicates ΣC. More-
over I 6|= αi(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)) for all i ∈ I . Thus, I 6|= q(π(x1), . . . , π(xn)), as required.


